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Abstract

Handling of granular material occurs all over the world for different reasons and under
different conditions. In the mining industry, granular material handling is present in
almost all processes. The machinery that deals with the granular material is typically
subjected to significant wear. The loading process is a very crucial task in any mine.
During the loading process, fragmented material is loaded with large rope- or hydraulic
shovels. In open-pit mines, machines capable of loading more than 100 tonnes of frag-
mented rocks per bucket are often used. Maximizing the availability and increasing the
productivity of these enormous machines are two challenges that are crucial in order to
maintain the production.

The work in this thesis is divided up into two parts, where the first part is to develop a
numerical model to simulate granular material handling for full-scale applications, and
the second part is to develop a wear model suitable for the prediction of abrasive sliding
and impact wear for full-scale industrial use. A numerical model utilizing the discrete
element method (DEM) in combination with rigid-finite element (FE) is used to obtain
a realistic granular material model of copper ore. A multi rigid body dynamics model
is utilized to model a realistic dynamic model of a rope shovel. Novel full-scale in-situ
experiments are used for calibration and validation of the granular material model. A
wear model, with the basis of the traditional Finnie’s wear model is developed. The
model enables the calculation of wear for different impact angles varying between sliding
to vertical impacts. Calibration of the wear model is performed by measuring the wear
on steel plates belonging to a vibratory feeder. A sensitivity analysis is performed to
investigate how the particle size distribution (PSD) and the FE grid size influences the
numerical wear. Furthermore, the model is validated by comparing predicted wear from
simulations with experimentally measured wear on a rope shovel bucket.

Validation of the granular material model from drone video recordings, and measure-
ments of mass in the bucket confirms that the granular material model is able to capture
the main phenomenon during the loading process. Validation of the wear simulation
model agrees exceptionally well between the predicted wear when compared to the ex-
perimentally obtained wear data. In conclusion, numerical models including prediction
of wear are developed and demonstrated for the loading process. Calibration and valida-
tion approaches for full-scale industrial use are also presented. The presented model can
be used as a tool for industries to make better decisions regarding e.g. how to increase
productivity and reduce wear.
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Sammanfattning

Materialhantering förekommer över hela världen av olika anledningar och under olika
förh̊allanden. Inom gruvindustrin är materialhantering av granulära material förekommande
inom nästan alla processer. Maskiner som hanterar granulära material är ofta utsatta
för betydande slitage. Lastning av material är en väldigt kritisk och viktigt process i
varje gruva. I lastningsprocessen s̊a lastas fragmenterat berg med enorma lin- eller hy-
draulgrävare. I dagbrottsgruvor används ofta grävare som kan lasta mer än 100 ton
fragmenterat berg per skoptag. Att maximera tillgängligheten och öka produktiviteten
är tv̊a utmaningar som är avgörande för att bibeh̊alla en hög produktionsniv̊a.

Arbetet i denna avhandling är updelat i tv̊a huvuddelar. Den första delen best̊ar i att
utveckla en numerisk modell för att simulera materialhantering för fullskaliga applika-
tioner. Den andra delen omfattar utveckling av en nötningslag som kan prediktera slitage
fr̊an glidning och stötar i verklig skala, och som är anpassad för industrin. Den utveck-
lade numeriska modellen kombinerar diskreta element metoden (DEM) och rigid-finite
element (FE) för att p̊a ett realistiskt sätt skapa en granulär materialmodell av koppar-
malm. Modellen kompletterades med en multi rigid body dynamics modell som utnyttjas
för att p̊a ett realisitskt sätt simulera dynamiken för en lingrävare. Unika fullskaliga ex-
periment användes för kalibrering och validering av granulära material modellen. I den
andra delen av arbetet har en nötninsglag med ursprung i Finnies nötningslag utveck-
lats. Modellen möjliggör nötnigsberäkningar för olika fall d̊a partiklar infaller med olika
vinklar, fr̊an glidning till vertikala stötar. Kalibreringen utfördes med hjälp av full-
skaletester genom slitagemätningar av st̊alpl̊atar tillhörande en vibrationsmatare. Vidare
ufördes en känslighetsanalys där FE mesh- och partikelstorleksfördelningens p̊averkan p̊a
slitagemodellen studerades. Validering av modellen utfördes genom att jämföra mod-
ellens predikterade nötning med experimentellt uppmätt slitage för en lingrävarskopa.
Experimentella videoinspelningar fr̊an en drönare och mätningar av materialmassa i
skopan användes för att validera den granulära materialmodellen. Jämförelse mellan
modellens predikterade massa i skopan, samt materialflödet mot den experimentellt ob-
serverade datan visar att modellen f̊angar de huvudsakliga fenomenen under lastningspro-
cessen. Resultat fr̊an slitagesimuleringsmodellen visar en god överensstämmelse när niv̊a
och omr̊aden av slitage är jämfört mot experimentellt uppmätt slitage. Slutligen, nu-
meriska modeller där slitageprediktion är inkluderad har tagits fram för simulering av
lastningsprocessen. Modellerna kan användas som ett industriellt verktyg för att fatta
beslut när det gäller att öka produktivitet och minska slitage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, an introduction to the work within this thesis is given. The background,
motivation and the aim and objective for the present thesis is presented. The scientific
background aims to give an overview of current research related to the work in this thesis.

1.1 Background and motivation

Mining has been a cornerstone in the modernization of the society that we now are used
to living in. Mining or the extraction of valuable metals and minerals from the earth
is an industry going back thousands of years in history. Open-pit mining is a mining
technique where the ore is extracted from the surface through drilling and blasting.
Several operations are included in the full process from drilling to the final product. The
loading process of ore and waste rock is one of the operations concerned with material
handling which is a crucial process in the production flow in any open-pit mine. The task
during the loading process is to move the blasted rock fragments from the muck-pile to
some transportation equipment that brings the rock fragments further up in the process
chain. Typically, electric rope shovels (ERS) or other mining excavators such as hydraulic
mining shovels are used for excavating the material onto haul trucks. A typical mining
rope shovel has a bucket volume capacity of around 30-60 m3 and fills a dump truck with
a payload of over 300 tons with 3-4 buckets. On average, a rope shovel fills approximately
1000-3000 buckets which correspond to 30-70 kton of fragmented rocks daily. Naturally,
the bucket of an ERS is the component that does the direct job of moving the rocks.
It is by such, important to understand how the bucket is filled in order to optimize the
loading process. Several factors are of high importance to ensure that the rope shovel
operates efficiently and to minimize machine downtime. Abrasive wear of the bucket is
one cause for machine downtime and it is estimated that the cost of all wear in the mining
industry is approximately half of the total maintenance cost, [29]. Numerical models for
simulating the handling of granular materials have become popular among researchers
and engineers for studying complex granular material systems. Numerical models have
many benefits over traditional methods, for example, the complexity for some systems
can be impossible or dangerous to investigate in reality, or in other systems, where it
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4 Introduction

is not possible to measure certain physical parameters of interest, such as velocities or
stress. Furthermore, the cost with numerical models is significantly smaller compared to
experimental setups. Though the numerical models have many possibilities and benefits,
it is of utmost importance to ensure that numerical models are validated and that the
limitations with the models are well known. By developing numerical methods to better
understand the loading process it is possible to increase productivity by increasing the
filling degree in the buckets and reducing resistive forces during digging. Being able
to numerically predict how wear is developed in the buckets, can enable geometrical
optimization of the bucket which in turn can lead to significantly extended service life.

1.2 Aim and objective

The work presented in this thesis comprises approaches of simulating granular material
handling processes and wear caused by these processes in a full-scale fashion. This work
aims to create tools to reduce the downtime of heavy mining machines by improving the
loading process and reducing abrasive wear in the bucket. The objective is to develop
numerical and experimental methods for calibration and validation of granular material
models and wear models, suitable for utilization in full-scale mining applications. Another
objective is to numerically predict the wear for a mining rope shovel bucket. The following
research questions can be formulated;

• How should numerical models and experiments be developed to predict the loading
process at full-scale?

• How should a wear model be developed and calibrated to predict wear for a rope
shovel bucket at full-scale?

• How should numerical simulations be utilized to understand and diagnose operating
equipment in the loading processes?

• How should full-scale simulations of the loading process be validated?

1.3 Scope and limitations

The scope within this thesis covers full-scale experimental methods for calibrating and
validating granular material models. It also involves modeling of wear, where the scope is
to develop wear models and suitable experiments for calibrating and validating such wear
models. The thesis is limited to the study of granular material and wear of components
at full-scale. This means that the granular material has to be suitable for large length
scales, this leads to that e.g. particle sizes in the models need to be considerably large
to ensure realistic simulation times. In this work the smallest fractions are not included.
The work is also limited to only studying one type of process and equipment, and in this
thesis the work is limited to the electric rope shovels (ERS) used for loading material in
large-scale open-pit mines.
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1.4 Scientific background

In this section, scientific background and an introduction to the research area of granular
material and wear modeling will be given.

1.4.1 Granular material modelling

Granular materials can be thought of as an assembly of individual particles. An example
of a granular material is a sand pile, where each sand particle is a sand grain. It is
by such not the sand grain itself that is the granular material, however, many sand
grains combined make the granular material [1]. For a granular material, the properties
of e.g. the sandpile is governed by the bulk behavior created by the many grains and
not on the properties on a local level in between each particle. The length scale for
a granular material is large enough so that the molecular motions will be negligible
compared to the motions of the granular material, [2]. A common statement is that
granular material is the second most common material in the industry after water, this
is easy to understand since e.g. rocks, sand, soil, etc are classified as granular materials,
[51]. Granular materials are not classified as solids, liquids, or gases, instead, the granular
materials share the properties from all the different states of matter. Assume, once again
the granular material sand, which is sometimes used as a foundation for blocks, during
that state, the sand behaves more or less like a solid. Assume now that a portion of the
sand is thrown up in the air, then it will behave more like a fluid or gas. This phenomenon
makes the granular materials very complex and interesting. In order to understand how
an arbitrary granular material behaves, it is of importance to perform material testing
on a bulk scale [2].

In the last decades, the studying of granular materials has like other areas of research
gained a deeper understanding of processes through the use of numerical models and
simulations. With the use of numerical modelling, the very complex nature of granular
material has been extensively studied. One of the benefits of numerical models is that
they can provide insight into processes that are difficult or impossible to study experi-
mentally. However, granular material and its interactions are not yet fully understood.
The development of numerical modeling for dealing with granular material is still ongoing
and is a major contribution to the understanding of granular materials.

The discrete element method (DEM), is perhaps the most important method for sim-
ulating granular materials. The DEM was originally developed by Cundall and Strack
[18, 19] for the study of granular assemblies. DEM describes the particle movement and
interactions with Newton’s second law of motions and force-displacement laws. Since the
1970s, the DEM has been used directly or in combination with other numerical methods
such as the particle finite element method (PFEM) or smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) for many applications such as safety berms for haul trucks in mines [56], material
dumping and loading process [25, 26, 28], blast furnaces and granular column collapse
[38, 43], and grinding in tumbling and stirred media mills [9, 33–35, 39, 40, 59].
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DEM typically describes a particle in a granular assembly with a spherical geometry. The
fact that each granular particle is described by a center point and a radius simplify the
numerical computations significantly. In reality, however, the representation of perfect
spheres is usually not occurring, and more realistic is angular, large aspect ratio particles,
like rocks. Representation of the particle shape in the DEM has been extensively studied,
[11, 37]. One of the solutions is to add artificial friction, usually called rolling friction,
which can be applied to the spheres to change their behavior at contact. The influence
and accuracy of utilizing rolling friction has been studied and it has been shown that
the rolling friction itself can not capture the non-spherical behavior alone [57]. A more
complex way of modeling spheres is by using super quadratic functions to describe the ge-
ometry [13]. Since different geometries than spheres cause greater computational demand
the solution time increases. Also, the continuous functions have a limited selection of
geometries since the geometry needs to be described by a function and i.e. sharp corners
are almost impossible to obtain through continuous functions with reasonable particle
sizes. One of the more commonly used methods to model complex particle shapes is by
using clustered particles. When this method is used, several discrete elements are com-
bined to form a specific particle. The clustered particle then contains several elements
that are constrained to be rigid to each other. The benefit of the method is that the
simple spherical geometry can still be used, and thus be computationally efficient, and
yet obtaining a more complex particle shape. The method with particle clusters has been
used for different applications, [47, 54]. One drawback of the clustered DEM approach
is the spherical particle shape, e.g. sharp corners and small features require very small
radii. Since mostly explicit time integration is used for DEM, and the time step in DEM
is directly related to the particle radius it becomes unrealistic with too complex geome-
tries due to this time step dependency. Also, with smaller particles, the particle count
will drastically increase, and thus increase simulation time. Perhaps the most arbitrary
way of modelling realistic shapes is by using polyhedral DEM, which lately have gained
attention [45, 55]. In the polyhedral DEM, the particle shape can arbitrarily be chosen
due to that the particle geometry is defined by a number of flat polygonal faces. For
this reason, arbitrary shapes can be modeled, and the resolution of the particle shape
can be defined by adjusting the number of faces or the mesh representing the geometry.
The polyhedral DEM has quite recently (compared to the spherical DEM) received more
attention. Some commercial software utilizes the polyhedral DEM, however, the major-
ity of available DEM software does not have any option for polyhedral particle shapes,
though implementation in open-source codes may be performed [44]. Latham et. al. [41]
modeled particles with combined FEM and DEM (FDEM) for a range of applications
and also gave a review on currently available methods for particle shape representation.

When it comes to simulation of granular material in mines and closely related to the
loading process several studies have been performed. One of the main contributions to
the understanding of the bucket filling process for rope shovel was by Rasimarzabadi et.
al [49] who did a thorough experimental study. Rasimarzabadi et. al also performed a
numerical study [50] where different parameters such as rake angle, velocities, and size
through the filling of a scaled rope shovel bucket with crushed limestone in a controlled
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environment. The bucket was made of transparent glass, to make it possible to study
the flow into the bucket. Curley et al. [20] used a 2D DEM model to study the impact
of particle size characteristics of the experimental work from Rasimarzabadi. Another
research group studied how the digging forces and power consumption on a scaled rope
shovel could be predicted experimentally but also through utilizing DEM with clustered
particles [6, 58]. Cleary, [10, 12, 13] created a numerical model to model the dragline
bucket filling in order to investigate the flow into buckets and also how it is affected
by e.g. oversized rocks in the bulk material. Coetzee, [15–17] has been studying the
bucket filling with both discrete (DEM) and continuum methods such as the material-
point method (MPM). Filla and Frank et al. studied how wheel loaders can operate as
energy efficient as possible [22, 23, 27]. They used DEM coupled to optimization models
to receive an accurate bucket filling estimation for wheel loaders. Forces from the DEM
model were fed back to the main model for calculating power consumption etc. Different
filling strategies were investigated and evaluated in their research. Nezami [45] used DEM
with polyhedral elements to model the bucket filling of a wheel loader to characterize
force feedback during soil and bucket interaction. In a fairly recent report, Quist, [46]
performed industrial scale experiments of the unloading process of rocks for a truck and a
wheel loader. One of the objectives of the work was to develop experiments for full-scale
calibration and validation, another objective was to investigate particle segregation in
rock piles. The validation of the model showed a good correlation with experiments and
both of the objectives were fulfilled.

1.4.2 Wear modelling

Wear is the mechanism where the material is gradually removed from a body, which is in
some type of contact with another surface or body. Wear is a permanent and reoccurring
maintenance problem in many industries, with severe consequences for the economy and
maintenance crew. According to [5], the cost of abrasive wear has been estimated to
range from 1% to 4% of the gross national product of an industrialized nation. The cost
of wear is significant in industries where material handling occurs, such as mines, mineral
processing, material/earth moving and food industry, etc, and also machine components,
e.g. bearings, axles, etc. In general, all different types of wear processes can be derived
to one or more out of a total of four wear mechanisms [36]. The wear mechanisms are
abrasive wear, adhesive wear, tribo-oxidate wear, and wear by contact fatigue. In Fig.
1.1 an illustration of the adhesive and abrasive wear mechanisms are shown.

Abrasive wear can be of either two or three-body abrasion. For the case of two-body
abrasion, a hard particle or unevenness would plastically deform the softer body’s surface
and causes wear. In the case of three-body abrasion, hard particles are stuck in between
two surfaces which causes the hard particles between the surfaces to rotate, making their
movement limited. In the case of two-body abrasive wear of ductile material, there are
mainly two types of deformation modes, micro-cutting, and micro ploughing. If the hard
particles cause the material to be removed in the forms of debris or microchips the mode
of wear is by micro-cutting, meaning the material is cut away, and thus the material
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the wear mechanisms, (a) adhesive wear and (b) 2 two-body
abrasive wear by cutting.

is worn away. If plastic deformation occurs, and grooves and ridges are present, where
the material is not removed, the mode is called micro-ploughing, In general cases, the
micro-cutting and micro-ploughing works together. Micro cracking or fragmentation is
another mode, which is usually occurring for more brittle material, then the material is
separated from the body due to localized fractures from the hard particle, [30]. Hawk
et al., [30]. further states that no matter what type of material removal or deformation
for abrasive wear, the wear rate is dependent on the penetration of the wear materials
surface. The penetration depth, in turn, is dependent on the hardness of the two bodies
(wear material and abrading particle), the shape of the particle, and the load case.

The prediction of wear is a topic that has engaged many researchers and engineers.
Multiple authors have studied wear and have been coming up with different wear laws
depending on different physical parameters. One of the most cited works when it comes
to wear modeling is the one by Archard in 1953 [3]. By performing experiments on
two contacting bodies, Archard showed that the contact area was increased with applied
force and that the worn volume was proportional to the normal contact force and sliding
distance, and inversely proportional to the material hardness. In 1958, the Rabinowicz
criterion for adhesive wear was formulated, [48]. It was concluded that the determination
if a fragment will become a worn particle or not depends on if the stored elastic energy
in the particle exceeds the adhesive energy at the contacting point. From the paper,
a criterion to calculate the size of worn particles was given. Finnie [24], developed an
energy-based model for erosive wear based on hard particles impacting ductile metal
plates at certain angles of impact. The model was dependent on impact angle, mass,
and velocity of particles, amount of particles, and contact properties between particles
and surface. Finnie’s wear model is perhaps one of the most common wear models
when it comes to wear caused by erosion and the impact of particles. Magnée, [42]
aimed to develop a generalized law of erosive wear. Magnée combined the fundamentals
from Finnie and Bitter, [7], and further, combined the material hardness and particle
sharpness. The Magnée wear law has received some attention and has been implemented
for simulation of wear for computational fluid dynamics (CFD), [52]. A shear impact
energy model (SIEM) used for erosion was proposed by Zhao et al. [60]. The basis of the
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model is from the work by [4], who showed that the shear impact energy was correlating
to the wear volume for different impact angles.

The major advance in the numerical modeling and simulation of granular material has
enabled researchers to simulate wear at a larger scale. More recently, wear phenomena
have been investigated using DEM simulation in a broader range. Most of the studies
where numerical modeling and simulation of wear with granular material occur, utilize
some of the more known wear laws such as Archard or Finnies wear laws. The grinding
process is one of the areas where wear has been simulated, [14, 39, 59]. In a work by
Boemer [8], an extensive review of wear models for ball mill liners is presented. From
a study, [31] where an investigation of what parameters influence the particle-surface
impact wear by using Finnie’s wear model, it was concluded that the impact angle, impact
speed, particle size, and particle density was the main influence to the amount of wear. It
was also shown that the local wear depends on the mesh size of the surface, however, the
total global wear remains consistent. In an attempt to create a more versatile calibration
procedure, Roessler et al. [53], developed an experiment where normal force and sliding
distance could be varied.

Wear simulations related to the open-pit mining process have also been performed, Rojas
et al. simulate wear using an Archard-DEM combination and showed a normalized wear
difference on a dump truck body of less than 20 % when compared to experiments [54].
From studies by Forström et al, [25, 26]. who used DEM-FEM and SPH-FEM to predict
the wear on dump tipper bodies during unloading at full-scale it was shown that the
underlying structural components supporting the wear plate had a great influence on the
wear on dumpers. In the study, a lab wear drum was used to calibrate Archard’s wear
law. The relative wear map was captured fairly well, however, the absolute wear was not
fully captured.

To numerically predict wear requires both a well-defined load case and a wear model
suitable for the application. Since most of the wear models are related to the contact
forces, sliding distances, and wear constants etc, it is of great importance that the wear
model relies on accurately given parameters from the model. Hence, the granular material
handling models needs to be realistic in order to obtain realistic wear predictions.

From the studies presented in the mentioned references, most of the works, with few
exceptions, are calibrated or validated in a lab or a pilot-scale environment. Performing
studies on a smaller scale than the actual industrial scale includes many benefits, e.g.
more controllable, more specific, better work environment, etc. Often the results from
smaller experimental and numerical setups give validated and reliable results for that
specific scale. However, when the model is utilized for a larger scale, significant simpli-
fications to the model are often needed to obtain realistic simulation times, and often
different loads are present. Hence, it is not obvious to expect models that are calibrated
and validated for a smaller scale to perform well in full-scale applications. There is by
such a need for experimental method and numerical models suitable for use in full-scale
applications. One important motivation of this work is to investigate if experimental
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methods for calibration and validation together with numerical models in full-scale can
give satisfactorily results.



Chapter 2

Methods

In this chapter, the main methods for simulation, calibration, and validation used in this
thesis will be presented. Most of the methods are also presented in the appended papers,
however, this section will present the main methods in a more compact and easy to follow
format.

2.1 Discrete element method

The discrete element method, or often referred to by its abbreviation, the DEM, is
a numerical method used for simulating granular material. The method is a discrete
method where individual particles and their interactions are modeled separately, i.e,
discrete. Originally, the basics of DEM were developed by Cundall [19] in a conference
paper ”Computer model for large scale movements of blocky rock system”. Cundall and
Strack later published the paper ”A discrete numerical model for granular assemblies”,
[18] where the method was presented in more generalized terms. The DEM has its
basic foundation in the use of Newton’s second law of motion to determine particle
translations and rotations. An arbitrary simulation sequence is divided into multiple
time steps, where each time step is a calculation cycle itself mainly consisting of checking
for contacts between particle-particle or particle-surface, if a contact exists, calculate
the contact forces, followed by calculating external forces. Finally, the accelerations are
calculated by solving Newton’s second law of motion. The accelerations are numerically
integrated to update the particle positions. This process within each time step is iterated,
with the new positions and velocities until the total time of the simulation sequence is
reached.

In a DEM model, each particle i has mass mi, radius ri and velocity vi. Through Newton’s
second law of motion, the translation and rotational acceleration can be calculated. The
translation of a particle is calculated as

mi
dvi

dt
=
∑

F c
i +

∑
Fm

i +mig (2.1)

11
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where
∑

F c
i is the sum of forces acting on the particle due to normal and tangential

contact,
∑

Fm
i are other forces that may vary depending on the study, e.g. capillary

or electrostatic forces, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The rotational motion is
calculated by

Ii
dωi

dt
=
∑

Mi, (2.2)

where Ii is the moment of inertia for the particle, ωi is the angular velocity, and
∑

Mi

the sum of torques acting on the particle. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 constitute the governing
equations for a DEM model.

The translational and rotational motion are calculated through numerical integration of
the governing equations. In most cases, an explicit time integration is performed. For an
explicit integration scheme, the time step is very crucial and should be kept small enough
to ensure numerical stability. Furthermore, the contact between particles happens on a
certain time scale, and thus the time step should be able to detect and resolve the contacts
with adequate accuracy. The time step size for the explicit DEM is typically suggested
as ∆t = c∆t

√
m/k, where c∆t is a constant and k is the stiffness of the particle. The

choice of the constant c∆t has been discussed in the literature and a summary can be
found in [32].

As described previously, the two general principles of DEM are Newton’s second law
of motions and the contact force. Typically, the contact forces are based on a force-
displacement law, i.e. the contact force is dependent on a displacement. For the soft
DEM, the calculation of contact forces is dependent on material parameters such as stiff-
ness and friction, and the overlap between the two contacting discrete particles. Several
models for how the forces are calculated exist and are still an ongoing research topic.
One of the most common force-displacement models for dry granular material, and the
model that was used in this thesis for calculating the contact forces is the linear spring
and dash-pot model. The linear spring and dash-pot model treats the contact in the
same way as for a damped harmonic oscillator. In Appended Paper A, Section 3.1.2, the
linear spring and dash-pot model is described in more detail.

2.2 Wear modelling

Wear modelling, or the modelling of material removal due to wear is a topic of high inter-
est among many researchers since significant wear eventually causes failure. Traditionally,
wear modelling has mostly been performed analytically, however with the increased com-
putational possibilities in the last decades, numerical modelling of wear has become more
common. How the modelling of abrasive wear with dry granular materials is performed
varies depending on the intent of the study. One approach of modelling is when the wear
mechanism and the actual removal of particles themselves are captured, e.g. [21]. These
type of models are often very local, and can only model a few particles since the actual
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particle removal modelling are coupled within the solution of the system. It is by such
limited by computational demands. Another way of modelling wear is by treating the
wear as a sidetrack that is acting outside of the actual solution, i.e. uncoupled. By using
this method, the wear is calculated with information from the solution, e.g. forces and
velocities, and the wear does not necessarily need to be sent back to the solution of the
full system. Hence, the wear modelling is not adding significant computational demand.
The result from such a model typically is in terms of wear magnitude for different loca-
tions on the component of interest, often referred to as wear maps. The latter of the two
methods is the one that has been used in this thesis, and when it comes to modelling
wear with granular material simulations the latter method is suitable for large particle
systems.

As discussed in Section 1.4, many wear models of different forms exist. In this thesis,
the aim has been to study wear at full-scale. Rope shovel buckets and many industrial
processes are subjected to wear from a large range of impacts at different impact angles,
and also tangential or sliding wear when the impact angle is zero. The Finnie wear
model, [24], is perhaps the most common wear law to model wear by impact at different
angles. The model is based on the kinetic energy of hard particles to predict the erosive
wear at different angles of impact against ductile metal plates. Wear by erosion can be
described as the wear on a solid surface in contact with a stream of particle impacts,
for example, the flow of sand or rocks onto a surface. The Finnie wear model describes
material volume removal by

WFinnie =
mv2

pψK

(
sin(2α) − 6

K
sin2(α)

)
if tanα ≤ K

6

WFinnie =
mv2

pψK

(
K

6
cos2(α)

)
if tanα ≥ K

6

(2.3)

where m is the mass of one particle, v is the impact velocity, α is the impact angle, p
is the plastic flow stress of the surface, ψ the ratio of depth of contact and depth of cut
and K is the ratio between normal and shear force. Finnie states that by considering
angular abrasive grains, the value of K can be set to two. Finnie also showed from a
metal cutting experiment that a value of ψ = 2 is suitable. Further, Finnie observed that
when many particles was hitting a surface, all of the particles did not remove material,
so the wear volume was set to 50% of the wear from Eq. 2.3. Finally, with known values
on the constants in Eq. 2.3 the Finnie model for many particles with mass M is reduced
to,

WFinnie =
Mv2

8p

(
sin(2α) − 3sin2(α)

)
if α ≤ 18.5◦

WFinnie =
Mv2

24p

(
cos2(α)

)
if α ≥ 18.5◦

(2.4)
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which is the more common expression of the Finnie model for granular material. Finnie
stated that the prediction of wear for impact angles greater than 45◦ are highly under-
estimated, and the wear for vertical impact angles (α=90◦) are zero. Also, the cos and
sin-terms in the Finnie expression forces the wear to become zero at an impact angle
of zero degrees. The major drawback with the Finnie equation when it comes to the
combined impact and sliding wear relates to the angle terms and cos and sin terms.
This forces the wear to become zero when sliding, and close to vertical impact occurs.
Therefore, a model that aims to partly take care of the presented problems is presented.
The basis of the model is the Finnie wear model, however, the terms related to the angle
dependency are removed. The reason for this is, (1) when sliding occurs, the angle is 0◦

or close to 0◦. When the impact angle is zero, the original Finnie wear law gives zero
wear, (2) when angles are close to 90◦ the Finnie equation gives zero wear. Since the
impact energy is dependent on the impact angle, even without the cos- and sin-terms in
the model, the model is still dependent on the impact angle, however, it is treated purely
physically by the impact energy. In addition to the cos and sin terms, all material-specific
parameters in the original Finnie law, Eq. 2.4. are combined in one wear constant, ϕ,
that needs to be calibrated for two specific materials in contact. This simplification is
performed since the model needs to be calibrated for different materials, hence the plastic
flow pressure is ignored. Further, the implementation in the software is using the contact
forces and contact point displacement rather than the mass and velocity by utilizing the
relationship between kinetic energy, forces, and distance. The work performed by all
forces on a particle is related to the change in kinetic energy through the work-energy
theorem as,

W = ∆KE =
m∆v2

2
(2.5)

where ∆v is the change of velocity between two specific times. Further, the work in its
simplest form is often described as the product of force and displacement.

W = Fd (2.6)

By combining Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 for two specific times, the relationship between kinetic
energy and net forces are given as

mv2

2
= Fd (2.7)

Finally, if the wear model, with the simplifications previously described is given in terms
of forces, the equation for calculating the wear can be given as

WEAR = ϕ
√
F 2
n + F 2

t d, (2.8)

where d is the magnitude of the relative displacements at the contact point between two
specific times, Fn and Ft are the magnitudes of normal and tangential forces, respectively.
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2.3 Experimental methods

In the work presented in this thesis, experimental measurements and tests have been
performed. The purpose of these tests is mainly for calibration and validation of the
numerical models. In this section, some of the experimental methods and testing methods
used at full-scale are presented.

2.3.1 Wear measurement

Measurement of wear or thickness reduction can be performed by using a variety of
methods. In this work, the wear has been limited to only dealing with steel wear plates.
Perhaps the simplest method of measuring wear is by using a measuring tape or a ruler,
and by such compare two thickness measurements with each other and from that calculate
the wear depth. However, the mentioned methods have significant limitations when it
comes to measuring wear on locations where the measuring device does not fit or when
the precision needs to be better. A more general technique of non-destructive wear
measurement is with an ultrasonic thickness gauge. The thickness is measured by sending
an ultrasonic wave through the metal. The ultrasonic wave speed through metals has
been proven to be constant. By knowing the speed of sound of the material, c, the
thickness, l, can be measured as

l =
ct

2
, (2.9)

where t is the traverse time for the ultrasonic wave. The ultrasonic thickness gauges
are very fast, have great accuracy, and can be used on most metallic materials. In the
work presented in Paper B, ultrasonic thickness measurements were utilized for both
calibration and validation of the wear model.

2.3.2 Calibration and validation experiments at full-scale

Calibration of models are one of the most important parts in obtaining realistic sim-
ulations. Choosing suitable experiments for the specific application, either in lab- or
full-scale, it is important to trigger the phenomenons that are to me modelled. Obtain-
ing data for calibration and validation is challenging, especially when the physical length
scales are very large. It is easy to understand that a traditional lab is not suitable for
large rocks (>1.5 m). As such, in the present work, all experiments related to calibration
and validation have been performed at full-scale and in-situ. Creating models from the
real geometries in the mine was possible through the use of 3D laser scanning and point
cloud analysis. Calibration of the granular material model was performed by studying
piles from waste rock dumpsites in the mine. The static angle at which material rests
after unloading at waste rock dumpsites was measured, and dynamically the dumping
sequence was video recorded with a Mavic 2 drone. Photographs of the profiles of the
waste rock piles were taken from a distance to capture the full pile. Fig. 2.1. shows an
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Figure 2.1: Full-scale calibration setup for the granular material model. Representation
of the waste rock tip site in Aitik. Photograph of a waste rock dump site in Aitik mine
(a), and simulation model of the pile angle (b), The angle that is measured is the angle
θ.

example of one of the photographs from experiment and simulations. The photographs
were further imported to the open-source software ImageJ to measure the angle. A total
of six waste rock piles were photographed and analyzed. Photographs were taken ap-
proximately perpendicularly to the plane of the pile angle. Simulation models were then
set up and the parameters related to the granular material could be calibrated. Valida-
tion of the granular material model was done by in-situ data acquisition of a rope shovel
regarding movement, mass in the bucket, and drone video recording of the material flow.
The granular material model calibration and validation are described in detail in Paper
A.

Calibration of the wear model was also performed at full-scale where a vibratory feeder
was experimentally observed for wear on specific steel plates. The material going through
the feeder is shown in Fig. 2.2. The validation was performed by comparing experimental
wear measurements from a rope shovel bucket to the wear results from simulations. A
more detailed description of the wear experiments and simulations is presented in Paper
B. For both the granular material and the wear model the same type of experimental
granular material was used regarding particle densities, particle size distribution and
friction parameters etc.
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Figure 2.2: In-situ calibration setup for wear the wear model. A snapshot from a video
when the vibratory feeder is feeding waste rock into the jaw crusher. A close-up view of
the vibratory feeder at the outlet (a), and the simulation model (b). The dashed area
illustrates what the photograph (a), is showing.
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Chapter 3

Overview of results

Several important results have been emanated from the work included in this thesis. In
this chapter, a few selected key results will be presented. The author once again refers
to the appended papers for more detailed results and analyses.

3.1 Numerical model of the loading process

The first results presented in this section are related to the granular material model of the
rope shovel loading process. To obtain an estimate of the validity of the numerical model,
the model was compared to reality. In Paper A, several experiments regarding mass in
bucket and drone recordings are presented, and here they will be used to validate the
model. The validation is based on the loading of one truck and consists of three individual
bucket filling cycles. In Table 3.1 a comparison between simulated and experimental
results of ore mass in the bucket for each pass is presented. For the two first passes, the
difference between the predicted mass and experimentally measured mass is less than 3
%. The error tolerance from the manufacturer gave an acceptable error on the scale to 5
%.

The granular material flow was also validated. From drone recordings during the bucket
fillings, it was possible to observe how the granular material was behaving during filling.

Table 3.1: Experimentally measured and simulated mass for each bucket filling and
the total accumulated mass. Values inside parenthesis corresponds to the percent error
between simulated and experimentally measured mass

Pass Exp. mass [t] Sim. mass [t]

1 85 83.6 (-2%)
2 80 77.6 (-3%)
3 68 73.6 (+8%)
Total 233 234.8 (+1%)

19
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In Fig. 3.1a. and 3.1b., a sequence of snapshots are shown from both experiments and
simulations. When the predicted results were compared to the experimental result, two
major events can be observed. When the bulk behavior was compared, it showed great
agreement on a bulk level. The behavior of the bulk material was very close to the
experiments, however since the fines are excluded from the model, those are not present
on a local level. Also, the resultant velocity field of the particles is seen in Fig 3.1c,
and shows that the velocity of the particles near the boundaries are zero or close to zero
which proves that the assumption of the width of the modeled muck-pile was reasonable.

Considering the results from mass measurements in Table 3.1 and the granular material
flow comparison in Fig. 3.1. the numerical results shows excellent agreement with the
experimentally observed ore material behavior during the loading process.

To illustrate how the model can be utilized to optimize the loading process a parametric
study was performed. One of the parameters that were investigated was the bucket rake
angle (for definition of rake angle, see Paper A). A total of five different rake angles
within a reasonable range were chosen. From the different simulations with the different
rake angles, the total mass in the bucket, bucket filling degree, and the mean digging
force were recorded. In Fig. 3.2, the dig forces and the total mass in the bucket are
plotted as a function of the rake angle, and in Fig. 3.3 an illustration of the bucket filling
degree is shown for the individual rake angles. From this example where the rake angle
is varied, it is primarily shown that the model responds to relatively small changes in
parameters. Secondary, it shows that the numerical model can be utilized for optimizing
different process parameters related to the loading process.
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Figure 3.1: Validation of the simulation model. Figures show a sequence of snapshots
from experiments and simulations for the first pass. In column (a), snapshots from
the experimental drone video recording are seen. Column (b) shows the results from
simulations from a view comparable to the drone view. Column (c) shows fringe plots
illustrating the resultant velocity of the particles, with units m/s. For the fringe plot
sequence, the whole muck-pile is visible to see how the bulk material is affected by
the rigid walls. Each row represents a specific timestamp, starting from zero, which
corresponds to the time right before the bucket starts to move. Time units are in seconds
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Figure 3.2: Mass in bucket and average dig force as a function of the rake angle

Figure 3.3: Snapshot from simulations after the bucket was filled for the studied rake
angles. Bucket is transparent in order to make the material inside visible
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3.2 Wear simulations

In this section, key results from the wear simulations will be presented. The results
from this section are associated with appended Paper B. In Paper B, a wear model was
developed for sliding and impact wear, further, the model was calibrated in a full-scale
experimental test of a vibratory feeder belonging to a mobile jaw crusher. To validate
the wear model a simulation model of a rope shovel during the loading process was set
up. A model, with the basis from Paper A, was utilized to repeat the bucket filling and
emptying sequence 28 times. In Fig. 3.4. The wear development during one bucket filling
is demonstrated, also a section view, showing where the bucket is in the muck-pile.

Validation of the wear simulation model is performed by comparing the experimentally
measured wear on the bucket and the predicted wear from simulations. In Fig. 3.5 (a)-
(b). two wear maps are illustrating the wear on the bottom plates. These wear maps
show the general trends and magnitudes of wear depth. In order to obtain a comparison
between the experimental and the simulated wear, the total wear was divided with the
actual tonnage separately, i.e. the total wear from simulations was divided with simulated
tonnage, and experimental wear was divided with experimental tonnage. This gives a
wear depth rate in (mm/ton) that is versatile for comparison.

To further validate the wear inside the bucket, the experimental wear points, measured
in the front, middle, and back of the bucket were compared to the same points in the
simulation model. In Fig. 3.6. the comparison of the wear on the locations is shown.
From the results presented in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6, it is shown that the presented approach
of modelling wear gives results that are agreeing well when both the wear locations and
magnitudes are compared.

After the wear simulation model was validated, the model was utilized to check how the
model responded to small changes of the bucket geometry. The purpose of the geometry
change is to illustrate whether or not the model can capture these relatively small geo-
metrical changes. The geometry changes were performed by inserting flat steel bars at
different angles relative to the material flow in the bucket. Three identical simulations
were ran, with the only difference being the bucket geometry. A total of ten bucket
fillings were repeated in this case. In Fig. 3.7 the wear on the bottom of the bucket is
illustrated for the different cases and in Fig. 3.8, the resultant interface forces from one
bucket filling between the particles and the buckets are shown. When comparing the
different wear maps in Fig. 3.7, it is clear that the added bars significantly reduce the
wear on the bottom plates. However, the wear bars are subjected to significantly more
wear. Also, when the forces are compared, it seems reasonable that the introduced wear
bars will add resistive forces between granular material and bucket.
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Figure 3.4: Sequences from wear simulations during one bucket filling and emptying. In
column (a), the the wear is fringe plotted, and in column (b) a section view of the bucket
and granular material is shown for the different times.
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Figure 3.5: Figures showing the simulated (a) and experimental (b) wear rate. The wear
maps are located at the bottom of the bucket (c). The lower part of the wear maps
corresponds to the inlet of the bucket. The black markers in (b), corresponds to the
positions of the experimental measurements. The color plots are in units mm/ton
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Figure 3.6: Wear rate is taken as sections from the width direction of the bucket and
plotted for both experimentally measured and simulated wear, in the front (a), middle
(b), and in the rear of the bucket (c). An illustration of the locations of the sections
in the bucket, (d). Experimental data are from the experimental points in Fig. 3.5,
corresponding to approximately the same positions. The dashed line corresponds to
experimental wear rate and full drawn line corresponds to simulated wear rate
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Figure 3.7: Wear on the bottom and the lip of the bucket shown for the baseline case
(a), the changed geometry with wear bars located at 90◦, (b) and wear bars located at
45◦ (c). The view is from the top, similar to the view in Fig. 3.5. The units of the wear
rate are mm/ton and the color plots are the same for both figures
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Chapter 4

Discussion

The work in this thesis aims to develop numerical and experimental methods to simulate
the loading process and predict the wear caused by interactions between steel structures
and granular materials. The work has been done in an industrial and harsh environment
at full-scale with sub-arctic conditions. In Paper A, a numerical model to simulate
granular material handling for full-scale applications is developed. As a result from
the full-scale approach, unique ways of utilizing in-situ experiments for calibration and
validation are presented. The numerical model is validated for the rope shovel loading
process, and furthermore the model is utilized to optimize certain process parameters in
order to demonstrate the possibilities with the model. The result from the validation
showed excellent agreement on a bulk behavior as well as when mass in bucket were
compared to experiment. In the second paper, Paper B, the model developed in paper A
is utilized for the studying of wear for full-scale applications where granular material and
steel structures can be modeled. Calibration of a wear model is performed by using an
in-situ experimental setup. Furthermore, the model is validated by comparing predicted
wear from simulations with experimentally measured wear on a rope shovel bucket. The
validation shows that the simulated wear map accurately predicted the general wear
behavior as well as the magnitude of wear.

One major contribution from the results presented in Paper A and Paper B, is that the
all modelling, calibration, and validation have been performed at full-scale and in-situ.
All results are in good agreement with experiments. Of course, when modelling this
type of detailed simulations in full-scale, several simplifications are needed in order to
obtain reasonable simulation times. The modeled particle size distribution and particle
shape have been simplified. Only dry granular material have been modeled, though e.g.
moisture and snow are present in the real material. Also, since the tests are performed
with in-situ experiments, it is challenging to receive a controllable environment. However,
the studies have showed that for some applications in full-scale, it is more crucial to have
a more close to reality experiment than a controllable and precise experiment on a scale
that is much smaller than reality. In this work the aim has been to model the wear at full-
scale which also has been performed with great results. Hence, it is not feasible to assume
that the developed methods and models can be applied to study e.g. phenomenons on

29
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micro-scale and have the same accuracy as for the cases studied in this work.

By utilizing full-scale in-situ experiments, the experiments are performed at similar scales
as the application of interest, regarding forces, sizes, influence from the work environment,
which of course is a huge benefit when the aim is to obtain realistic models. One of the
drawbacks is that it is difficult to know exactly what is happening during the experiment.
In lab environment usually optimal measuring of particle sizes, masses, velocities, etc,
are possible. Whereas in the full-scale in-situ approach, it is not possible. Once again,
the aim of the study of course will choose what approach to use. If, e.g. micro-scale
studies are of interest, it is not feasible with full-scale approaches, and vice versa. For
all work in this thesis, the aim has been at full-scale. By keeping this in mind, for
most measurements, except the wear measurements, the focus has not been to obtain
the exact particle size in mm, or mass in grams, etc. This has not been necessary since
the experimental tests have been performed in-situ where the test itself contains such
large fluctuations. When working at full-scale the error tolerances needs to be increased
in order to gain value of the models compared to lab-scale approaches. Validation is also
a task of great importance in order to find out how the model is actually performing.
In the case for the granular material model validation on the loading process, two main
validations experiments were used. The first being the measurement of mass in the
bucket, which is a more quantitative comparison between simulation and experiment.
Secondly, the bulk behavior was observed with the use of a video camera on a drone. A
drone was used to enable a view of the filling of the bucket. When the choices of the
experimental methods were performed they were limited to what type of experiments
can be performed in-situ in the mine, which makes the options few. Furthermore, the
choices of experiments were done with respect to similarity between the application and
the calibration experiment to trigger the phenomenons that was wanted.

The granular material model developed in Paper A uses a combined rigid-FE and DEM
for representing the particles. Rigid-FE was used for modelling the larger rocks with a
realistic shape, and the traditional spherical DEM was used for modelling the smaller
particles. The reason for this approach was to obtain realistic particle shapes, however
also being able to include smaller particles and still maintain reasonable simulation times.
The major benefit with utilizing the rigid-FE is the arbitrary shape representation. The
rigid-FE particles increases computational time due to the geometrical complexity com-
pared to only using spherical DEM. Since similarities between the presented approach
and the polyhedral DEM can be observed, it may be argued to use polyhedral DEM
rather than the uncommon approach of using rigid FE in combination with DEM. The
reason for the choice was partly made because the rigid-FE solved the problem with
complex geometries and the method had not been studied for any industrial case (to the
authors knowledge). Also, the polyhedral DEM is a method that is not yet implemented
in many commercial softwares and in-house development of a polyhedral DEM solver was
out of scope of in this thesis. Another benefit of using the approach with the commercial
multi physics software LS-Dyna, is that it can couple between different method within
the same code, e.g. CFD, non-linear explicit or implicit FEM, fatigue etc.
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Though the work in this thesis has mainly focused on the loading process, and in specific
electric rope shovels, the experimental and numerical methods are not limited to these
applications. Since the methods presented are fairly versatile methods suitable for nu-
merous application where granular materials occurs, the methods developed in this work
can be fairly comfortably transferred to other applications. If the model is utilized in a
correct manner, it can lead to significant reduction of wear, and significantly increase the
service life of components.

4.1 Research questions

In this Section, a more compact discussions regarding the research questions are pre-
sented. The discussions may include some repetitions of already discussed topics.

• How should numerical models and experiments be developed to predict the loading
process at full-scale?

From the work in this thesis, and in specific the work presented in Paper A, shows
that it is of importance to calibrate the model at similar scales as the application is
defined for. This is previously discussed in Chapter 4. In addition, the importance
of including realistic particle shapes, especially when large and block-like rocks are
commonly occurring in the particle distribution was shown.

• How should a wear model be developed and calibrated to predict wear for a rope
shovel bucket at full-scale?

When the aim is to use the wear model at full-scale, it is important to understand
that the micro-level properties are not of large interest. In addition, the model
needs to be calibrated in a similar scale as the application where it is supposed to
be used in. Further, in the case of the rope shovel buckets, it is clear that particles
are impacting the buckets with different angles, from large impact angles, to sliding
wear. Hence, a wear model that can calculate wear when the different angles are
present are of major importance.

• How should numerical simulations be utilized to understand and diagnose operating
equipment in the loading processes?

In order to receive any benefit of the models it needs to be related to the business
where it is used. In the case of the rope shovels and the loading process, several
benefits can be addressed. When it comes to the work in Paper A, where the loading
process is simulated some results are presented when different operating parameters
are investigated. The conclusions from that part of the paper is that an increased
knowledge of what actually happens with different critical process indicators such as
bucket filling degree and dig force when operating parameters are changed. In this
way, the model can be used as an evaluation tool when investments in new mining
equipment, such as buckets or teeth are planned. With this new possibility, the
numerical models can predict how the new bucket will perform. A similar scenario
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can be used when simulating wear, which is demonstrated in Paper B when different
bucket geometries are studied. However, in this case small adjustment of material
and geometry, to an already existing bucket can be made in order to reduce the
wear and increase service life of the bucket.

• How should full-scale simulations of the loading process be validated?

When validating full-scale models, obviously the validation should be performed at
full-scale in order to actual know how the model is working at that scale. Since
full-scale approaches usually leads to more simplifications than in smaller scales,
it is important to validate the model in a reasonable way. For example, it is not
reasonable to expect the model to predict the flow of fines if the finer particles are
not included in the model. From the work it has also been observed that it simplifies
and strengthens validation of numerical models when some quantitatively data
exists, such as mass in bucket, or actual wear depths that can easily be compared
to the model. Furthermore, general trends such as bulk material flows are also of
major importance to validate.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

The work in thesis covers numerical modelling, calibration, simulation, validation, and
wear modelling. From the work, several conclusions can be drawn regarding the unique
full-scale and in-situ approach of modelling granular material handling and wear. The
major conclusions from the work will be listed in the following Chapter.

• A granular material model with realistic particle shape representation for full-scale
industrial use has successfully been developed.

• A wear model suitable for modelling abrasive sliding and impact wear is successfully
developed and implemented.

• In-situ full-scale experimental methods for calibration and validation of the granular
material model and wear have been presented.

• Validation of a granular material model for the ERS loading process shows great
agreement with experimental results.

• Full-scale validation of wear simulations for an ERS bucket was performed. Valida-
tions show that the simulated wear location and magnitude are agreeing well with
the experiment.

• Utilization of the granular material model for evaluating the loading process per-
formance shows that the model can be used as a tool for optimizing the loading
process.

• Wear simulations with varying bucket geometries show that the wear model is
suitable for predicting and reducing wear, and i.e., increase the service life of com-
ponents. and can be used for product development and optimization for full-scale
mining applications.
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Chapter 6

Outlook

In this work, several simplifications and assumptions have been made. Granular material
models have been limited to one set of particle size distribution (PSD) from a blasting that
is several years old. The model is also limited to fairly large particle sizes. An interesting
study would be to consider how different particle sizes influence the bucket filling and the
wear behavior. In order to reduce the computational time, several approaches could be
utilized. One approach could be to study other methods such as polyhedral or clustered
DEM.

Optimization, perhaps with help of e.g. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a subject that
is growing in many areas, so also in areas related to this work. By utilizing AI, the
optimization of the loading process concerning both productivity and wear could be
further improved.

A long-term goal would be to simulate full processes cycles, for example, the open-pit
mining and mineral processes. Where simulations could be performed from drilling and
blasting to grinding and flotation and transportation, and each sub process is coupled,
i.e. the output from one process is input to the next process. Then a change in e.g.
fragmentation could be studied and how this change influences e.g. the loading process,
crushing, conveying, grinding process, etc, and the material could be tracked at a level
that is not possible in reality.
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Chapter 7

Summary of appended papers

This chapter gives a summary of the major contributions from papers A and B and
further relates those to the introductory part of the thesis.

Paper A

In Paper A, a numerical model to simulate granular material handling for full-scale
applications is developed. Unique full-scale calibration is performed on waste rock dump
piles with a height of approximately 15 m. Particle modelling is considered by utilizing
rigid finite elements for arbitrary particle shapes in combination with the spherical DEM.
A rope shovel model of a Bucyrus 495 is modelled with multi rigid body dynamics. The
numerical model is validated with an in-situ bird’s eye view of the bucket filling process
through drone recordings. Also, measurements of mass in the bucket are performed. The
model is utilized to optimize certain process parameters to demonstrate the possibilities
with the model. From the validation, it can be concluded that the developed model
was accurately predicting the mass in the bucket as well as the general behavior of the
material during bucket filling. The model was also able to capture very small changes in
dig variables.

Author contribution: The present author performed or supervised all experimental
work, calibration and validation of the numerical model, presented analysis and conclu-
sions related to method development. The author wrote the main part of the paper and
did all figures and tables.

Paper B

In Paper B, the model developed in paper A is utilized for the studying of wear for
full-scale applications where granular material and steel structures can be modeled. A
wear model with the basis in Finnie’s wear model is developed to calculate wear from
combined sliding and impact wear. In-situ experimental measurements were performed
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on a vibratory feeder for calibration. The wear was measured with ultrasonic thickness
gauges at chosen locations on wear plates. Further, a model of the vibratory feeder was
set up using the numerical model developed in Paper A which made calibration of the
wear model possible. A rigid body dynamic bucket model was set up where the bucket
filling was repeated several times, and the wear was calculated with the calibrated wear
model. The major conclusion from the paper is that the novel full-scale calibration
method was proven valid for this type of full-scale simulation since the validation showed
excellent agreement between experiment and simulation. Also, the presented wear model
can capture very small changes in the bucket geometry.

Author contribution: The present author performed or supervised all experimen-
tal work, developed, wrote, and implemented the in-house wear model, calibrated and
validated the wear model, conducted analysis and conclusions related to method devel-
opment. The author wrote the main part of the paper and did all figures and tables.
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Full-scale simulation and validation of bucket filling for a mining rope shovel
by using a combined rigid FE-DEM granular material model

Andreas Svanberg, Simon Larsson, Rikard Mäki and Pär Jonsén

Abstract

Rope shovels and other heavy mining equipment used for loading fragmented rocks to
extract minerals from the earth are used in almost every open pit mine. The optimization
of the loading process is of enormous value due to the extremely large amount of material
turn over. In this work, a full-scale numerical model of the loading process is developed.
Granular material of copper ore is modeled in a combination of rigid finite elements (FE)
for larger particles with complex shapes, and the discrete element method (DEM) for
smaller particles. A multi rigid body dynamic model, discretized with finite elements
are used to model the rope shovel. Calibration of the numerical model for the granular
material is performed via a new and unique experimental full-scale approach of analyzing
waste rock pile angles with a height of approximately 15 m. In-situ experimental data
acquisition is performed during the loading process for validation of the model. After
model validation, the influence of several loading variables such as bucket rake angle,
velocity, and position from the pile are investigated and evaluated. When comparing the
numerical model results with experimental mass measurement an excellent agreement
was observed. Also, drone camera video recordings of the mass flow behavior and the
numerical mass flow behavior are in agreement. Small adjustments of dig variables show
a significant effect on the average dig force as well as the bucket fill factor.

1 Introduction

The loading process of ore and waste rock is a very critical process in the production flow
in any open-pit mine. Usually, rope shovels or other mining excavators such as hydraulic
mining shovels are used for excavating the material onto haul trucks. The material is
then transported to a crusher or waste rock dump site depending on if the material is
ore with profitable mineral content or waste rock. A typical mining rope shovel has a
bucket volume capacity of around 30-60 m3 and fills a dump truck with a payload of
over 300 tons with 3-4 buckets. Normally a rope shovel fills around 1000-3000 buckets
corresponding to 30-70 kton of ore and waste rock daily. Naturally, the bucket of a rope
shovel is the part of the machine that is subjected to the immediate interaction with
the granular material. Several factors are of significant importance to ensure that the
rope shovel operates efficiently and that the machine downtime is kept to an absolute
minimum. It has been found that several factors have a great influence on how efficient
a bucket is filled. Therefore it is of high interest to obtain a better understanding of
how the material flows into the bucket in order to make operational decisions. Improved
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knowledge and understanding is important in order to optimize and evaluate the process
to perform at maximum efficiency, e.g. to make decisions on what equipment is best,
how to operate the rope shovel for best bucket fill factor, and identify critical damage
and wear areas. A slight increase in bucket fill factor can save thousands of bucket loads
annually, and thus lead to increased productivity and decreased maintenance costs.

Numerical modeling and simulation of granular material have in the last decades been
extensively studied with different methods and for different applications, with the aim to
capture the very complex nature of granular material and its interaction with structures.
Numerical models and simulations can provide insight into processes that are difficult or
impossible to study experimentally. Hence, in order to further improve the knowledge
and the understanding of granular processes, simulations are a powerful tool. It should
be stressed that validation is of utmost importance in order to use a numerical tool for
industrial decision making.

Perhaps the most common approach to model granular materials is by the use of the dis-
crete element method (DEM). The DEM was originally developed by Cundall and Strack
[13, 14] for the study of granular assemblies. Since then, the DEM has been used di-
rectly or in combination with other numerical methods such as the particle finite element
method (PFEM) or smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) for many applications such
as safety berms for haul trucks in mines [43], material dumping and loading process [16,
17, 20], blast furnaces and granular column collapse [27, 33], and grinding in tumbling
and stirred media mills [4, 22–24, 28, 29, 47]

Traditionally, DEM describes each particle in a granular assembly with a spherical ge-
ometry. The fact that each granular particle is described by a center point and a radius
simplifies the numerical computations significantly. A perfect sphere has a very different
behavior when in movement and in contact with another particle compared to e.g. a rock
with large aspect ratio and more angularity, and is the reason for research on particle
shape affects [6, 26]. The most common solution to this in DEM-simulations is to add
artificial friction, usually called rolling friction, which can be applied to the spheres in
order to change their behavior at contact. The influence and accuracy of utilizing rolling
friction have been studied and it has been shown that the rolling friction itself can not
capture the non-spherical behavior alone [45]. The DEM has the possibility of modeling
other geometries than spheres. One way of modeling the shapes is through the use of
continuous super quadratic functions [8]. Other geometries than spheres lead to greater
computational demand. The continuous functions have a limited selection of geometries
since the geometry needs to be described by a function. Also, sharp corners are almost
impossible to obtain through continuous functions. Another common method to obtain
more complex particle shapes is by using clusters of particles. This method uses several
discrete element spheres to obtain one particle, by such the simple sphere geometry can
still be used, and thus be computationally efficient, but still generating a particle shape
that is not a sphere. The method with particle clusters has been used for different ap-
plications, [41]. Once again, due to the spherical shape, e.g. sharp corners and small
features require very small radii. The explicit time step in DEM is directly dependent
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on the particle radius and it is most often not feasible with too complex geometries due
to this time step dependency. Also, with smaller particles, the particle count will dras-
tically increase, and thus increase simulation time. Some researchers have used DEM
particles with polyhedral shapes [35, 42]. In the polyhedral DEM the particle shape can
arbitrarily be chosen due to that the particle geometry is defined by a number of flat
polygonal faces. For this reason, arbitrary shapes can be modeled, and the resolution of
the particle shape can be defined by adjusting the number of faces or the mesh represent-
ing the geometry. The polyhedral DEM has quite recently (compared to the spherical
DEM) received more attention. Some commercial software utilises the polyhedral DEM
and perhaps the most common in the mining industry is the Rocky DEM. However, the
majority of available DEM softwares does not have any option for polyhedral particle
shapes, though implementation in open-source codes may be performed [34]. Latham
et. al. [30] modeled particles with combined FEM and DEM (FDEM) for a range of
applications and also gave a review on currently available methods for particle shape
representation. Zhong et. al. [50], did a thorough review of recent developments and
methods to model a non-spherical particulate system. Gustafsson et al. [19] showed that
the multi-particle finite element method can be used to simulate granular material. This
method is especially powerful for complex-shaped particles and when the particle itself
is studied in detail.

In both experimental and numerical research aimed for industry, it has been very common
to perform the research on smaller scales than the actual process, e.g. in pilot or lab scale.
There is a clear benefit of doing lab-scale research, due to the controlled environment,
and due to lab-scale research, some of the most important scientific discoveries have been
revealed. The disadvantage of the pilot or lab-scale studies is that the industrial process
such as the loading process is at a very large scale, and it is not adequate to have several
1 m large rocks inside any traditional lab. Since the translation from lab to full scale
is not always straight forward, and sometimes not even possible, large scale research is
of importance in order to study mechanisms at their real scale. In the last decades, the
numerical capacity has increased and algorithms have been developed. Full and large
scale simulations with DEM of up to 128 million particles have been performed [8, 44].

Numerical and experimental studies in mining related granular flows have been performed
previously. Rasimarzabadi et. al [38] did a thoroughly experimentally study, but also
a numerical study [39] where different factors such as rake angle, velocities and size
through the filling of a scaled rope shovel bucket with crushed limestone in a controlled
environment. The bucket was transparent, to make it possible to study the flow into the
bucket. Curley et al. [15] used a 2D DEM model to study the impact of particle size
characteristics of the experimental work from Rasimarzabadi. Another research group
studied how the digging forces and power consumption on a scaled rope shovel could be
predicted experimentally but also through utilizing DEM with clustered particles [3, 46].
Cleary, [5, 7, 8] created a numerical model to simulate the dragline bucket filling both in
2D and 3D to investigate the flow into buckets and also how it is affected by e.g. boulders
(large rocks) in the bulk material or muck-pile. Coetzee, [9–11] have been studying the
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bucket filling with both discrete (DEM) and continuum methods such as material-point
method (MPM). Nezami [35] used DEM with polyhedral elements to model the bucket
filling of a wheel loader in order to characterize force feedback during soil and bucket
interaction.

One objective of this paper is to develop experimental methods that better support
calibration and validation of granular models for industrial use. A second objective is to
utilize a numerical model for an industrial full-scale study in order to better understand
the loading process and in the extent, with the aim to load ore more efficient. In this
work, a Bucyrus rope shovel used in the Boliden’s Aitik copper mine located in northern
Sweden was studied during the loading operation of copper ore and waste rock. Movement
data, geometry, and relative positions were recorded experimentally. The granular ore
was modeled with a unique combination of DEM and rigid FE for simulating the smaller,
and larger particles respectively with realistic geometries. The geometry of particles was
3D laser scanned and a semi-dynamic full-scale calibration of the model was performed. A
multi rigid body dynamic FE-model of the rope shovel, with 3D laser scanned bucket and
the relevant positions of bucket and muck pile were used to load the granular material.
Furthermore, the loading process was validated at full scale with video recording and
mass measurement. Finally, the model was utilized to investigate and evaluate critical
loading parameters.

2 Materials and experimental procedures

2.1 Materials

In Aitik, the active mining area was several kilometers in all directions, thus the geology
varied depending on where in the mine the ore and waste rock were extracted from. The
copper, gold and silver content in the ore in Aitik is in the range of 2000-3000, 0.2 and 2
g/ton respectively, where the remaining is defined as waste rock, which thus makes the
difference between waste rock and ore on a bulk level hard to distinguish between due to
the very small metal content. In the present study, it is assumed that the copper, gold,
and silver ore as well as the waste rock behaves similarly on a material flow level, and
thus can be treated as one material. The material is later referred to as the granular
material or granular ore.

The rock types in Aitik were mainly pegmatite, muscovite schist, banded hornblende,
and amphibole-biotite. The mineralogical composition in the rocks varies but the largest
contents (approximately 92 % by volume) are quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, biotite,
and muscovite [2, 49].

Particle size distribution (PSD) of the material is shown in Fig. 1. PSD in the Aitik
mine was previously studied [36, 37], and will be applied in the present study as well,
although the position in the mine was not identical. The material had a bulk density
of approximately 1800-2000 kg/m3, and particle densities varying from 2600-2970 kg/m3
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Figure 1: Particle size distribution curve from Aitik material. Original PSD curve
adopted from [36]

between the rock types [49]. The rock shapes were mostly angular and blocky. The Aitik
mine utilized a mining method, where benches of 15 m were used. After blasting, the
muck-pile height was approximately 18 m, due to the swell factor.

Arbitrary rocks from a muck-pile were 3D-scanned with a Leica RTC 360, seen in Fig. 2.
To obtain a granular model containing a variation in both size and shape, seven different
rocks were randomly picked from a loading site.

2.2 Experimental procedures

A Bucyrus 495 rope shovel was experimentally observed during the loading process.
In Fig. 3(a). a picture of the studied rope shovel is seen with its main components.
Four fundamental components move on a rope shovel, all moving with the intention to
maneuver the bucket. Swinging allows for rotation between the upper and lower body.
Propelling is caused by the rotation of the crawlers. The hoist ropes can be extended
and retracted in order to lift and sink the bucket respectively. The crowd arm has the
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Figure 2: 3D view of the scanned, arbitrary selected rocks from Aitik. Rocks sizes varies
between 200 - 500 mm

possibility to be translated along the saddle block, and the saddle block can pivot around
an axis corresponding to the position of number 8 in Fig. 3. The bucket is tied to the
crowd arm, which makes the movement of the bucket identical to the movement of the
crowd.

Fig. 4(a). presents the bucket assembly with the main components. The width of the
bucket is defined as the distance between the two sidewalls, and the length is defined as
the distance from the front lip to the door. Height is defined as the distance between
the bottom and top of the bucket. Bucket rake angle is defined as the angle between one
line, drawn along the centerline of the dipper handle, and another line, drawn from the
very bottom of the bucket heel, towards the tip of the teeth. The rake angle is presented
in Fig. 4(b). The bucket fill factor is determined as the ratio of achieved volume and the
volumetric rating (struck volume) of the bucket.

Initially, the geometry of the rope shovel and the bucket was 3D scanned in high resolution
with more than 10 million scan points. The 3D scanner was of model Leica RTC 360 and
the bucket was an ESCO master dipper of 42 m3 (55 cubic yard) volume capacity. The
geometry of the muck-pile and the position of the rope shovel relative to each other were
also detected through 3D scanning right before the loading started. During the loading
process, data was recorded from an HMI (Human machine interface) installed on the
rope shovel. Displacement of the crowd, hoist ropes, and rotational velocity of the swing
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Figure 3: Bucryus 495 rope shovel in Aitik mine. Lower body/crawlers (1), Upper body
(2), boom (3), crowd (4), hoist ropes (5), bucket assembly (6), sadle block (7) and pivoting
point (8) between crowd arm and boom

Figure 4: The bucket assembly with the main components (a). Teeth and adapters are
connected to the front lip (1). The door, (2) is a separate component towards the rear
of the bucket. The right sidewall (view from the operator) of the bucket (3), bottom of
the bucket (4), and the top of the bucket (5). Bucket rake angle ϕ is illustrated in (b)
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were recorded. The sampling frequency was 0.5-1 Hz for all the outputs. The shovel
operator was instructed to dig in a controlled manner and to try to repeat the same dig
operation for every bucket filling. This was done to keep the operational variables to
a minimum. During the loading, a drone (Mavic 2 Enterprise DUAL) with a mounted
camera of 12 megapixels resolution and recording frequency of 30 fps was recording the
bucket filling from a bird’s eye view. The mass in the bucket was measured when it
was dumped on the haul trucks of type, Caterpillar 793. Mass on the truck bodies was
measured with strut pressure sensors on the haul trucks. According to the manufacturer,
the weight results can vary depending on how well the scales are calibrated, however,
the mass measurements should always be within 5% accuracy. The data acquisition was
active for a total of 9 bucket fills.

Measurements for full-scale calibration of the granular material were performed. The
static angle at which material rests after unloading at waste rock dumpsites was mea-
sured, and dynamically the dumping sequence was video recorded with the Mavic 2
drone. Photographs of the profiles of the waste rock piles were taken from a distance in
order to capture the full pile. Fig. 5. shows an example of one of the photographs. The
photographs were further imported to the open-source software ImageJ to measure the
angle. A total of 6 waste rock piles were photographed and analyzed. Photographs were
taken approximately perpendicularly to the plane of the pile angle.

3 Numerical model and simulation setup

In the following sections, a description of the numerical methods and the simulation
model of the rope shovel loading process setup is presented.

3.1 Granular material model

The granular material model was a combined finite element (FE) and discrete element
(DE) method. For the larger particles, a type of finite element rigid body dynamics was
used. Each particle is discretized with an arbitrary number of finite elements and hence
the geometry is defined. Further, all of the elements within a rock are specified to be rigid
itself and also rigid relative to each other. Solution of the rigid bodies is performed via
rigid body dynamics equation of motion, based on the mass and inertia tensors from the
element. Since all the elements are assumed to be rigid bodies, the material properties
such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are of no interest for the material itself,
however the parameters are used in the contact algorithm (described in Section 3.1) and
thus need to be correctly specified. This is the way rigid bodies are modeled in LS-DYNA,
and the full algorithm is described in detail by D.J. Benson and J.O. Hallquist [1]. The
benefit of utilizing this method compared to DEM with spheres was the possibility of
modeling arbitrary shapes of the particles. However, since the geometrical description
with several elements for a shape requires computational effort due to the larger amount
of contact possibilities the traditional spherical DEM was utilized for the smallest rocks
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Figure 5: A waste rock tip site in Aitik. Photograph taken from distance in order to
receive a perpendicular shot on the plane of the tip angle θ

in the granular material model.

Discrete element method

The DEM was originally developed by Cundall and Strack, [13, 14], and it is a discrete
method where individual granular particles and their interactions are modeled. The
interactions between the particles then govern the behavior of the bulk material when
subjected to external forces. DEM has its basic foundation in the use of Newton’s second
law of motion to determine particle translations and rotations. The DEM treats each
granular particle as a discrete and usually spherical element. Each element acts with
its own individual size, shape, and stiffness properties, and the interaction with other
discrete elements is governed by some contact algorithm.

In a DEM model, each particle i has mass mi, radius ri and velocity vi. Through
Newton’s second law of motion, the translation and rotational motion can be calculated.
The translation of a particle is calculated as

mi
dvi

dt
=
∑

F c
i +mig (1)
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where
∑

F c
i is the sum of forces acting on the particle due to normal and tangential

contact with other particles and g is the gravitational acceleration. The rotational motion
is calculated by

Ii
dωi

dt
=
∑

Mi, (2)

where Ii is the moment of inertia for the particle, ωi is the angular velocity, and
∑
Mi

the sum of torque acting on the particle.

Equations 1 and 2 constitute the governing equations for a DEM model and there are
two unknown motion variables to solve for. The translation and rotation are calculated
through numerical integration of the governing equations. In most cases, an explicit time
integration is performed, and by such the time step size should be kept small enough
to ensure numerical stability. Furthermore, the contact between particles happens on a
certain time scale, and thus the time step needs to be kept small enough to detect and
resolve the contacts with adequate accuracy. The general suggestion for selecting the
DEM time step size is usually on the form ∆t = c∆t

√
m/k, where c∆t is a constant and

k is the stiffness of the particle. The choice of the constant c∆t has been discussed in the
literature and a summary can be found in [21].

Contact model for DEM

A common method for treating contact between particles or bounding surfaces, is to
model the contact as a linear spring and dash-pot system. This model makes it possible
to treat the particle-particle or particle-wall contact in the same way as for a damped
harmonic oscillator. The contact force in the normal direction is calculated as [25, 32]

Fn = Knδn + vncn, (3)

where Kn is the spring normal stiffness, δn is the contact overlap in the normal direction,
vn is the relative velocity in normal direction of the two bodies in contact, and cn is a
viscous normal damping coefficient reducing a specific part of the relative kinetic energy
at contact. Kn for a particle-particle contact is calculated as

Kn =
k1r1k2r2

k1r1 + k2r2

Cnorm, (4)

where ki, ri and Cnorm is the particle bulk modulus, particle radius and stiffness scaling
coefficient in normal direction respectively. The bulk modulus is given as

ki =
Ei

3(1 − 2νi)
, (5)
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with Young’s modulus Ei and Poision’s ratio νi. The tangential force is calculated in the
same way as for the normal contact force in Equation 3, however replacing the subscript
n with t. The tangential spring stiffness is defined as Kt = KnCtan where the constant
Ctan is a scaling coefficient. The viscous damping coefficient for both tangential and
normal direction is given as,

c = Dηcrit (6)

where D is the damping coefficient (0 ≤ D ≤ 1.0) and ηcrit the critical damping. Forces
from friction between particles is modeled with Coulomb’s friction law given as

Ffr = µfrFn, (7)

where µfr and Fn is the coefficient of friction and sum of forces in the normal direction
[25]. The frictional forces govern the resistance between the particles in the tangential
direction and thus is contributing to the tangential forces at contact. Rolling friction or
rolling resistance is defined through introducing a momentum Mr for the particle, that
resists the rolling motion

Mr = rµrollFn, (8)

where µroll is the rolling friction coefficient.

Contact model for FE rigid bodies

For the rigid finite element rocks, two types of penalty based contacts for shell and solid
finite elements implemented in LS-DYNA were used [32]. A segment based contact, which
means that the contact detects segment-segment penetration were used for the rigid FE
rocks self contact and for rigid FE rocks and all other rigid FE bodies such as the bucket.
The segment-segment contact stiffness for both normal and tangential direction is given
by

KFE1 = CFE1

( m1m2

m1 +m2

)( 1

∆t0

)2
, (9)

where CFE1 is a penalty stiffness scale factor for the contact, m1 and m2 are the segment
masses and ∆t0 is the time step. The contact is activated in LS-DYNA by using SOFT=2.
The major benefit of the segment based contact is when surfaces are not smooth.

The penalty contact model where the contact detects node-segment penetrations were
used for contact between DE-spehers and rigid FE rocks. The contact stiffness for normal
and tangential direction is calculated as
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Table 1: Particle representation in granular material model

Particle size [mm] Mass [%] No. of particles [%] Method

200 37 87 DE-sphere
300 10 7.4 Rigid FE
400 9 2.9 Rigid FE
600 19 1.8 Rigid FE
850 25 0.9 Rigid FE

KFE2 =
CFE2kA

2

V
, (10)

with material bulk modulus k, penalty scale factor CFE2 , segment area A and volume V .
This contact model does not contain any rolling friction. It is activated in LS-DYNA by
using SOFT=0.

The frictional force for the FE rigid parts are calculated by Coulomb’s friction according
to Equation 7. Damping for the FE rigid particle is calculated similarly to the DEM,
Equation 6. For more details and formulation of the contact models the authors refers
to [32].

Generating particles

In Table. 1, the particle size distribution used for the granular material model is pre-
sented. The PSD in Fig. 1. was used as a base for the data in Table 1. The PSD,
given in terms of mass percentage was translated into number of particles percentages
in order to implement it into the model. Particles smaller than 200 mm are neglected in
the present study to maintain feasible computational times.

The shape of the rocks was defined in the CAD software Siemens NX, by using the
3D-scanned point data of the rocks shown in Fig. 2. as a reference. Furthermore, the
CAD model of the rocks was discretized with 4-noded solid tetrahedron finite elements
and each rock was assumed rigid. In Fig. 6. the different geometries and sizes of the
FE-rocks are seen. DEM-spheres were filled in the voids between the FE-rocks with the
LS-PrePost packing routine to obtain the correct particle count according to Table 1.

Model calibration

The granular material model was calibrated through simulating a dynamic generation of
a waste rock pile that should end up with a static representation of a waste rock pile
where the angle can be measured and compared to experimental values. The dynamic
scales occurring at the waste rock piles were assumed adequate for the loading process.
In Fig. 7, the geometrical setup for the calibration simulation model is shown. A total
of approximately 145,000 DEM particles and 300,000 finite elements distributed on 20
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Figure 6: FE discretization of the different rock geometries. Rocks are defined with 12-31
tetrahedron elements. Size and distribution corresponds to Table 1

600 rigid FE particles were used. Consistent static pile angle θ and general dynamic
behavior of the simulation model was obtained by adjusting the sliding friction, rolling
friction, damping, and stiffness parameters between rigid FE-FE, DEM-FE and DEM-
DEM contacts in the model. Initially, the friction and damping coefficients were set to
values chosen with judgment by the authors and further tuned in through iterating the
simulations until simulated angle and general material flow behavior was consistent with
the average angle of the experiments.

An explicit time integration scheme was used, and the stiffness controlling the contact of
the ore was scaled to a lower value (with scale factors Cnorm, Ctan, CFE1 and CFE2) in
order to maintain a stable contact and at the same time obtain an adequate time step
to keep reasonable computational times. Previous research shows that Young’s modulus,
which is related to the contact stiffness (see Equation 3, 4 and 5) may be scaled within a
reasonable range without affecting the material bulk behavior [31, 48], however in some
cases were compression, large penetration and shearing behavior occurs, the authors
suggest that users should keep in mind that bulk behavior may be affected.

In the calibration process, it was observed that the damping coefficients between all parts
had to be large and that the contact stiffness had to be down-scaled in order to make a
soft and smooth contact. A too stiff contact was leading to unstable contact behaviour.
However, as the damping and stiffness coefficients were in a stable range their influence
did not have a significant affect on the bulk behavior. In the model, the contact stiffness
was scaled between 0.01-0.1 times the contact stiffness without observing any effect on the
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Figure 7: Illustration of the simulation domain for calibration. The grey area illus-
trates the granular material. The angled support sheet is moved upwards with a velocity
vz=0.61 m/s for a time of 20 s. The material is flowing as the sheet is moved upwards,
and finally rests at a simulated pile angle of θ when the sheet stops moving. The initial
height and depth of the domain pile was approximately 35 and 12 m respectively

bulk behavior, however when the stiffness was higher, the contact became unstable. When
a stable contact was established, the calibration of the friction coefficients was performed.
The first step was to calibrate the DEM-spheres and rigid FE rocks separately to keep
the calibration parameters to a minimum. The rolling friction and the sliding friction
coefficient for the DEM particles were adjusted until it matched the experiment. Since
the real rocks had quite large aspect ratios and sharp corners the rolling friction was
applied. The rolling resistance between the ground and the DE particles was sensitive,
since the particles rolled away when more particles were added with a too small rolling
resistance. The same procedure was then performed with the rigid FE particles. For the
rigid FE particles the calibration was quite simple since there are no rolling friction to
consider due to the shapes. When both the FE and DE-particles were behaving relatively
close to the experiment, they were combined in the model. In the last step where the full
calibration model was used, the main adjustments were performed on the FE-DE friction
coefficients in order to receive a correct behavior, even though some smaller adjustments
were done on frictions between DE and FE.

Bulk density could not directly be given as an input to the numerical model, instead the
particle density was given. Hence, a simulation was performed where a box with a defined
volume of 28 m3 was filled to the top with granular ore. Furthermore, the weight of the
material inside of the box was measured in the model with the initial particle density
to obtain the simulated bulk density. In order to receive the correct bulk density in the
simulation, the initial particle density was scaled by the ratio between experimental and
initial simulated bulk density. The scaled particle density was the same for both the FE
and DEM particles.

Friction between ore material and bucket was measured from an experimental pin on
disc tests between a Hardox plate (bucket material) and two rocks from the Aitik mine.
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The average of the tests was used as the friction coefficient between the bucket and the
granular material in the model, see Table 2.

3.2 Rope shovel model

A CAD-model was created with the basis of a 3D scanning of the Bucyrus rope shovel
(Fig. 3). In the present study, the focus was on the bucket, hence, a very coarse model
of the rope shovel and a more detailed CAD-model of the bucket was performed. Fur-
ther, the CAD-model was used to create an FE-mesh. The numerical representation of
the Esco bucket is seen in Fig. 8, the bucket has a total width, depth, and height of
approximately 4, 4, and 3 m respectively. Bucket fill volume capacity was given as 42 m3

by the manufacturer. The rope shovel is numerically represented as a rigid multi-body
system where each body consists of several finite elements. Since rigid bodies were used,
the mesh size is of little interest for all parts except the bucket. Dynamic behavior is
applied through penalty based joints. In Section 2.2 the possible modes of movements
were described, the numerical representation of the movements are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. Prescribed motions were given as translation-time curves for the hoist ropes and
crowd arm. Curves were extracted from the data acquisition and implemented in the
model. Some of the waiting time occurring in experiments are removed from the curves
to minimize simulation time, Fig. 9. Rotational velocity-time curves for the doors and
upper body rotations were estimated by looking at the video recordings during the data
acquisition. Totally, there were 14 joints in the model. A rigid constraint between crowd
arm and bucket existed. The crawlers were constrained in all 6 possible degrees of free-
dom. Since the model does not include any bearings, lubrication, etc. which in reality
contributes to damping in the system, artificial damping and stiffness were introduced in
the joints as well as mass damping for some of the rigid parts. Joint stiffness parameters
were scaled up to obtain a behavior similar to infinitely strong joints for the motors in
order to follow the prescribed motion as closely as possible. The prismatic joint stiffness
around its rotational axis was adjusted with reasonable values in order to obtain correct
model behavior.

The two hoist ropes, connecting to the bucket at the lower ends and runs through the
cylindrical joint at the boom top were modeled separately. Rigid beams are used for
approximately 70 % of the rope length on the upper part where it passes through the top
of the boom. The lower part of the ropes is modeled with short elastic beam elements.
The elements are free to rotate in the end nodes and only takes force in tension, thus,
making it behave like a realistic rope. In Fig. 10. an illustration of the rope model
is presented. Rope modeling was applied in order to obtain similar behavior as was
observed in the real loading process.

3.3 System model

A system simulation model was set up, consisting of the granular ore model (Section 3.1),
and the multi-body dynamic rope shovel model (Section 3.2). In Table 2 the parameters
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Figure 8: Geometry and model of the Esco dipper/bucket. (a) 3D scanned bucket, (b)
CAD model and (c) the FE-model. CAD, and FE-models differs slightly from the real
bucket, where the roof components, wear liners and other wear components are neglected
or simplified
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Figure 9: Hoist and crowd rope movement curves. Figure shows 3 filling cycles. At time
= 0, the bucket was at stand still

used in the model are presented. Experimentally known values are particle and bulk
densities of the ore material described in Section 2.1, and measured friction between
granular material and bucket material. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio is set to
45 GPa and 0.3 respectively for all particles. The young’s modulus value is chosen without
specific testing on the current rock types and is based on similar rock types. However,
since the contact stiffness, which is dependent on the Young’s modulus is down-scaled
with approximately order of magnitude 1, the actual value of the modulus will not play
a significant role. The ground is modeled as a FE-plane, hence it does not contain any
surface roughness or unevenness which were seen in reality. For this reason, the friction
coefficient was set to 0.9 between the ground and particles. If not else specified in Table 2,
the damping coefficient is 1 and the stiffness scale factor is 0.05. The remaining material
properties were calibrated.

In Fig. 11(a). the numerical setup of the system is shown. A 3D-scan of the rope
shovel and the muck pile was used in order to achieve the correct positions for the crowd
arm, hoist ropes relative to the rope shovel and the whole rope shovel relative to the
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Table 2: Input properties and values for the numerical model.

Property Parameter Units Value

For all rocks
Density ρparticle [kg/m3] 3700
Bulk density ρbulk [kg/m3] 1903
Youngs’s modulus E [GPa] 45
Poissons’s ratio ν [-] 0.3

DE, contact according to Eq. 4
DE (all) norm. stiff. scale factor Cnorm [-] 0.05
DE (all) tang. stiff. scale factor Ctan [-] 0.27
DE-DE sliding fric. coeff µfr [-] 0.9
DE-DE rolling fric. coeff µroll [-] 0.05
DE-DE norm. damp. coeff Dn [-] 0.9
DE-DE tang. damp. coeff Dt [-] 0.75

FE rigid-DE spheres, contact according to Eq. 4
Ground-DE roll fric. coeff µroll [-] 0.3
Ground-DE fric. coeff µfr [-] 0.9
Bucket-DE roll fric. coeff µroll [-] 0.05
Bucket-DE fric. coeff µfr [-] 0.53

FE rigid-DE spheres, contact according to Eq. 10
FE rocks-DE stiff. scale factor CFE2 [-] 0.01
FE rocks-DE fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.85
FE truck-DE fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.85
DE-remaining fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.0

FE-FE, contact according to Eq. 9
FE rocks-FE rocks fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.85
FE rocks-FE rocks stiff. scale factor CFE1 [-] 0.01
FE rocks-bucket fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.53
FE rocks-truck fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.9
FE rocks-ground fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.9
FE rocks-remaining fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.0
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Figure 10: Rope modeling representation. The top rope (blue), is modeled as a rigid
beam elements. The lower (red) part, is modeled with 19 elastic beam elements on each
side

Table 3: Representation of joints for the rope the rope shovel model. There are 2 hoist
ropes in the model, i.e. 2 joints for the hoist rope.

Joint Type Motor

Hoist rope Prismatic Prescribed motion
Boom top Hinge -
Crowd arm Prismatic Prescribed motion
Sadle block Hinge -
Door Hinge Prescribed motion
Upper-lower body Hinge Prescribed motion
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muck-pile. This positioning ensured that the model was geometrically set up in the same
way as during the experiment. Since the muck pile was generated when there was no
rope shovel present, the rocks occupying the space where the bucket was were manually
moved slightly or removed in order to avoid initial penetrations. A rigid haul truck in
approximately the same size as a CAT 793 was also included in the system model.

In Fig. 11(b), a model is presented where some of the particles were removed in the areas
where the resultant velocity of particles was 0. Particles on a boundary of approximately
0.5 m were constrained in all directions. This simplification was done to reduce simulation
time further and is later referred to as a simplified model. The simplified model was used
to study different dig variables such as rake angle, position from the muck-pile, and dig
velocity.

In Fig. 11(c). a profile of the 3D scanned muck-pile is positioned on top of the muck pile
generated by cutting the final calibration model at a height of 10 m. The muck-pile was
created by using the same model as the one used for calibration, however, to reduce the
computational effort, the height of the muck-pile was reduced.

During the simulations, the contact between particles and bucket were activated during
digging and dumping. The contact was deactivated when the rope shovel was moving
back to the dig position. This was done in order to avoid unnecessary contact between
bucket and muck pile to reduce computational time.

4 Results and discussion

In the following sections, the results from the numerical model are presented. First,
the validity of the numerical model is checked by comparing experimental/real behavior
and measurements with simulated results. Subsequently, the characterization of the
bucket filling is performed, and finally, a number of simulations where three rope shovel
parameters that are critical to the loading efficiency are studied in order to investigate
how the loading process is affected by these. For all simulations, unless else stated, the
time step was set to 4.5e-5 s, and simulations process time was approximately 140 seconds
in order to capture 3 bucket fillings. Simulations were performed using the multi-physics
software LS-DYNA (version MPP R.11.0) with 16 2.6 GHz CPUs. The simulation time
for the full simulation model to CPU time was approximately 1:4190, meaning that 1
simulation time unit requires 4190 CPU time units. For the simplified model, the same
ratio was 1:2590.

4.1 Calibration

Calibration of the granular ore model was performed according to the description in
Section 3.1. Fig. 12. shows 4 snapshots of the final calibration simulation performed.
The pile angle from the simulation as well as all the experimental pile angles are presented
In Table 4. The static pile angle agreed well with the average of the experimental pile
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Figure 11: The numerical model setup (a), and the simplified muck-pile (b), where all
particles within red/pink area are constrained in all direction. A side view showing the
muck-pile from the full simulation model and the profile of the 3D scanned muck-pile
from experiment (c), seen as the shaded area with black lines
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Table 4: Static pile angles measured from the experimental and simulated piles

Waste rock pile Exp. pile angle [deg] Sim. pile angle θ[deg]

1 32.6 -
2 35.9 -
3 33.5 -
4 39.4 -
5 33.2 -
6 33.8 -
Average 34.7 34.8

Table 5: Experimentally measured and simulated mass for each bucket filling as well
as accumulated mass. Results from the full and the simplified simulation model is pre-
sented. Values inside parenthesis corresponds to the percent error between simulated and
experimentally measured mass

Pass Exp. mass [t] Sim. full mass [t] Sim. simplified mass [t]

1 85 83.6 (-2%) 81.5 (-4%)
2 80 77.6 (-3%) 80.2 (+0%)
3 68 73.6 (+8%) 74.9 (+10%)
Total 233 234.8 (+1%) 236.6 (+2%)

angles. Measurements of the pile angles were however not a straight forward process,
and the result varied slightly depending on how the angle was measured, hence the angle
θ from experiments and simulations may vary ± 1 ◦.

4.2 Validity of numerical model

Validation of the numerical model was checked by comparing the results from the simu-
lation with the experimental results. The results are based on the loading of one truck
body, which corresponds to three bucket-fillings. In Table 5 a comparison between sim-
ulated and experimental results of ore mass in the bucket for each pass is presented.
Results from both the full and simplified simulation models are seen. Simulated and
experimental mass for the two first passes is differing with less than 3 % which are within
the error tolerance that the manufacturer of the measuring equipment gives. The third
pass gives a somewhat larger difference of around 8 %.

A possible reason for the difference might be because of several factors. The mass from
simulations is measured when the ore is in the bucket, whereas the experimental mass is
recorded on the truck body. From the drone recording, it was observed that the amount
of spillage from the truck body for the last pass was significantly larger than for the
first and second pass. Another factor that might give this deviation could be due to the
muck-pile shape. Since the initial shape of the muck-pile is only known for the first pass,
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Figure 12: Simulation results from the final calibration test described in 3.1. The figure
shows snapshots from the calibration simulation model at the different times, t=0 s, at
start, t=9 s, when the sheet has moved approximately halfway upwards, t=18 s when
the sheet is almost at a stop, (sheet stops at t=20 s), and finally at t=40 s the pile is at
rest. Repose angle θ is measured to 34.8 ◦ and the length, l and height, h are 20 and 16
m respectively

the change of the muck-pile shape is only governed by the granular ore model. Since the
granular ore model was cut at a height of approximately 10 m, the ”refilling” of material
down into the muck-pile might vary. It was clear that the experimental muck-pile was
higher, but the area where the actual digging occurs (along the bucket trajectory) was
not as high, hence the muck-pile in the model was cut. Most of the material in the
experimental muck-pile that is on a higher level than 10 m is very saturated/compressed
due to that the material has been blasted and further compressed after the material
has been free-falling, also freezing temperatures could have affected this. During the
experiment, the material collapsed from the muck-pile in batches more than a continuous
flow. These observations were the cause of the simplified muck-pile, but may however
affect the refilling of material into the muck-pile. Another explanation might be due to
the PSD in the model. Particles smaller than 200 mm are not included in this model,
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and if the number of fines are smaller in the last pass, the model cannot recognize this,
and i.e. give a larger difference in mass. A larger amount of fines will decrease the total
air void ratio and cause a larger mass in the bucket.

From the experimental drone recording, a comparison of the bucket filling sequence for all
the passes was done. Fig. 13a. and 13b. shows a sequence of snapshots from experiments
and simulations for the first pass. The drone recording was captured at an angle, giving
that the whole bucket was not visible at all times. However, when studying the video
recording from simulation, the granular ore model behaved very similar to the behavior
observed in experiments. Smaller particles were as mentioned previously ignored in the
simulation and flow from fines was not detected in the model. However, the bulk behavior
did not illustrate any major difference between experiments and simulations. Resultant
velocity field of the particles seen in Fig 13c. shows that the particles near the boundaries
are 0 or close to zero which shows that the assumption of the width of the muck-pile was
reasonable.

Considering the results from mass measurements in Table 5 and the granular material
flow comparison in Fig. 13. the numerical results shows good agreement with the exper-
imentally observed ore material behavior during the loading process.

4.3 Bucket filling analysis

The particle flow mechanism into the bucket was experimentally studied by Rasimarz-
abadi [38] by using a scaled version of a transparent bucket. From the experimental
observation, a 5-stage particle flow pattern was proposed. The observations were also
captured in the numerical model proposed in this paper. For definitions of the different
terms that will be used in this Section, see Fig. 4. In Fig. 14, 6 snapshots from simu-
lations are presented to describe the filling process, in accordance with the 5-stage flow
pattern described in [38]. At t=0 s in Fig. 14, the bucket was positioned in front of the
muck-pile and was right before it starts to move. At t=2 s; stage 1, the front lip of the
bucket engaged the material and was cutting the muck-pile. Particles above the front lip
were seen entering the very front of the bucket sliding along the bucket and rolling into
the bucket. Rasimarzabadi refereed to the particles in a rotational and sliding motion as
the ”flow zone”. As the bucket engaged the muck-pile further, it approached stage 2, at
t=5 s. The majority of this stage was to develop a thicker ”flow zone” that went along
the whole width of the bucket. Particles were rolling and sliding over one another and
along the length of the bucket. Stage 3, occurred approximately at t=5 s. In stage 3,
the flow zone reached the rear of the bucket and was increasing in thickness. After some
thickness growth, the particles closest to the bottom would interlock with each other and
along the bottom. Hence, particles lost their sliding/rotational motion and i.e. the flow
zone, and entered the so-called ”bulk zone”, where particles had 0 or a very small relative
velocity. The ”bulk zone” was located underneath the flow zone. The ”flow zone” was
still active as a layer of material under rotational and sliding movement on the top. As
the bucket was moving along its trajectory, the bulk zone was increasing in thickness due
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Figure 13: Validation of the simulation model. Figures show a sequence of snapshots
from experiment and simulations for the first pass. In column (a), snapshots from the
experimental drone video recording are seen. Column (b) shows the results from simula-
tions from a view similar to the drone view. Column (c) shows a fringe plot illustrating
the resultant velocity of the particles, with units m/s. For the fringe plot sequence, the
whole muck-pile is visible in order to see how the bulk material is affected by the rigid
walls. Each row represents a specific timestamp, starting from 0, which corresponds to
the time right before the bucket starts to move. Time units are in seconds
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Figure 14: Snapshots from simulations. A slice of approximately 1 m in the middle of
the bucket is seen at different times during the filling of a bucket

to the interlocking with the flow zone layer. Due to gravity, the particles were moved
backward, to the rear of the bucket. In stage 4, occurring at approximately t=9 s, the
bucket was further penetrating the muck-pile. In the front of the bucket, a large build-up
of material was observed. Plenty of dead-load was pushed upward due to the build-up of
material in the front, even though there was a fair bit of empty volume towards the rear
of the bucket. Stage 4 was directly dependent on the depth of cut, i.e. how far the bucket
penetrates into the muck-pile. For some depths of cut, the bucket is filled to the top,
which creates a bulk zone of all the material inside the bucket. In the case of the results
seen from these simulations, this did not occur since the bucket was not filled to the top
at this stage. This showed that a relatively small depth of cut was used. This leads to a
fairly large flow zone trough out the whole bucket filling. At t=13-20 s, stage 5 is taking
place, which is the final step of the bucket filling process. The bucket was moving out
from the muck-pile, causing the piled up material in front of the bucket to fall away from
the bucket, and a pile like shape, or heaped material was seen at the highest point of the
material inside of the bucket. As the bucket got ready for dumping the material into the
truck, it changed direction and was subjected to gravity. The material was then moved
backward to the rear of the bucket, which is seen at t=20 s.

4.4 Rope shovel parameter influence on bucket filling

A number of simulations were performed in order to detect trends and understand how
different rope shovel parameters affect the loading process. Three rope shovel loading
parameters that are of interest for loading efficiency were investigated, the rope shovel
rake angle, position of the rope shovel, and the dig velocity. The evaluation was performed
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by measuring the mass of material inside the bucket and the digging force, while different
parameters were varied. Dig force was calculated as the resultant of the force from the
hoist and the crowd arm

Fdig =
√
F 2
crowdarm + F 2

hoist, (11)

the crowd and hoist forces were recorded from the simulation models. For all the simu-
lations in this section, the first pass of the simplified simulation model was utilized as a
baseline case in order to maintain a relatively fast computational cycle.

Rake angle

Bucket rake angle, defined in Section 2.2 was varied. 5 different angles were chosen. The
baseline case had a rake angle of 61.8 ◦. From the rake angle of the baseline case, it was
varied ± 4 ◦ in steps of 2 ◦. In Fig. 15. the rake angle, material mass in the bucket,
and the mean digging force are presented. In Fig. 16. the material inside the bucket
is shown for the different rake angles. It is clear from the figures that a slight change
in the rake angle significantly affects both the digging force required, and also how well
the bucket was filled. Rake angle dependency seems to follow a trend of increased mass
gives increase dig force, which seems logical. However, at the rake angle of 62.8 ◦, the
average dig force was smaller than for the rake angle of 61.8 ◦, even though the mass in
the bucket was larger. The following finding shows that there is an optimum rake angle
(with respect to average dig force and mass in the bucket) found somewhere around 62.8
◦, meaning that the bucket is penetrating the muck-pile in a feasible way, where the
bucket is filled sufficiently.

From the rake angle variation, it was found, that a change of the rake angle 2 ◦ gives a
change of mass in the bucket of almost 4 tons. Being able to fill the bucket with 4 extra
tons every pass leads to savings of up to millions of tons on the truck bodies annually.
However, it is important to keep in mind that other factors such as wear on the outside
and bottom of the bucket may increase with a larger rake angle, and for a too small rake
angle, the wear on the teeth and front lip may be excessive. Since wear usually occurs
due to resistive forces, the average dig force should give an indication of the resistance
of the bucket, nevertheless, the aspect of wear needs to be studied more thoroughly.

Rope shovel position

The position of the bucket (and rope shovel) relative to the muck-pile was investigated.
6 different positions were simulated and analyzed. The position change is only in one
dimension, and the direction of change is in the x-axes defined in Fig. 11(c). The baseline
case, described as position 0 m from the muck-pile was the same as for the simplified
model in Section 4.2. In Fig. 17, the average force and mass in the bucket from the
simulations are shown. In Fig. 18. the material inside the bucket is shown for the
different positions. There is a clear relationship between the position, mass of ore in the
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Figure 15: Mass in bucket and average dig force as a function of the rake angle

Figure 16: Snapshot from simulations after the bucket was filled for the studied rake
angles. Bucket is transparent in order to make the material inside visible
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Figure 17: Mass in the bucket and average dig force as a function of the bucket (and
rope shovel) position from the muck-pile. At position 0, the bucket has the same initial
position as the validation case, -1 m corresponds to that the bucket is 1 m further away
from the muck-pile, and the opposite for positive numbers

bucket, and the average dig force, The position from the muck-pile will affect the depth
of cut, i.e. how far the bucket reaches into the muck-pile. The effect of position seems
to be relatively sensitive, a change of 0.2 m gives a large change of mass in the bucket.
Since the change in position gives such a huge impact, it might be one of the easiest ways
of receiving a higher filling degree in the bucket. These results might sound intuitive,
nevertheless, it requires an experienced operator to make the positioning of the bucket
as efficient as possible for each dig cycle.

Dig velocity

The bucket velocity as it travel through the muck-pile was varied. Velocity from the
baseline case was defined to have the velocity ratio 1. 4 other velocities were varied from
0.7-1.3 times the baseline velocity. Scaling of the velocity was performed uniformly on
both the hoist and crowd to maintain identical bucket trajectories. In Fig. 19. mass of
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Figure 18: Snapshot from simulations after the bucket was filled for the studied positions
from the muck pile x. Bucket is transparent in order to make the material inside visible

material in the bucket, and mean dig force is presented as a function of the velocity ratio.
The average dig force from simulations was taken as the average during approximately the
same period, however, the time during that period varied due to the velocity difference.
The period was from the start of the dig until the bucket was located above the dump
truck. The dig velocity showed no clear trends on the mass in the bucket or the average
dig force. Smaller fluctuations in mass and dig force were observed, and in general, a
slightly better performance was observed for higher velocities, due to the larger mass
in the bucket and smaller average dig force. Nonetheless, the presented results are of
high value for the mining industry, since the mass in the bucket was kept approximately
constant when an increased dig velocity was applied. Dig velocity has been studied and
the result from this work seems consistent with the previous work, [12, 18, 38]. The
somewhat constant mass in the bucket, with respect to digging velocity indicates that
the dig cycle can be reduced, and in turn cause an increased dig capacity for the rope
shovel.

4.5 General discussion

A full-scale system simulation model of the loading process for a heavy-duty mining rope
shovel is developed. The granular material is modeled using a unique combination of
mixing particles with realistic shapes through a rigid FE-discretization and traditional
spherical discrete element method (DEM) particles. The system model and specifically
the granular ore model is calibrated and validated with experimental measurements of
mass, general material flow behavior, and static repose angles. The presented numerical
model is used to obtain a greater understanding and characterize the bucket filling. The
presented numerical model shows the possibility of modeling a large-scale industrial pro-
cess. In this study, the main objective is to capture the material bulk behavior. Therefore,
some of the simplifications and assumptions presented previously were performed. Since
most of the particles (in terms of mass percentage) in the Aitik mine are large > 200
mm, the focus was mostly on capturing the behavior of the large particles. The larger
particles, due to rock fragmentation contain very sharp corners and aspect ratios, and
modeling these types of rocks with traditional spherical DEM would be unrealistic. The
trade-off between computational time, available methods, and considering the objective
with this study was the choice for the granular model in this work. The result from
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Figure 19: Mass in bucket and average dig force as a function of the rake angle

the model shows that the presented modeling technique can accurately capture the main
mass flow behavior. However, to include the smaller particles (< 200 mm) would be an
improvement action for the model, and will extend the model to other applications as
well. For example, for conveyor transportation after the ore is crushed. In most mines
or other processes where rocks can be found, a method to utilize complex rock shapes
has been a research topic for some years. Though some methods exist, see Section 1, the
utilization of such methods requires some specific software or writing an in-house solver.
Since the application of this work is aimed directly to the mining industry, the demand
is to use a commercial code.

The results presented in Section 4.4, shows three different parameters influencing the
loading process. These three parameters are of high interest for the mining industry,
used in this study to show the capability of the model to capture these relatively small
changes. However, the use of the model in the mine is very broad. For example, the
utilizing of a new bucket or tooth system investment, different bucket trajectories, or
different muck-pile formations can be studied and evaluated in order to have a tool to
make decisions with.
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In mines, there are a lot of other mining machines and equipment involved in the mining
process than rope shovels, for example, wheel loaders, hydraulic mining shovels, bulldoz-
ers, and haul dump trucks that are all dealing with the same particles as modeled in this
work. This signifies that the proposed model can easily be utilized for those applications.

Since only one type of experiment (pile angle) was used, the set of parameters for friction
coefficients, rolling friction coefficient, stiffness scale factors and damping coefficients are
not unique. Previous research has found that in most of the experimental tests used for
calibrating DEM parameters, the same type of bulk behavior for a specific test may be
established with the use of different DEM parameters, [40]. For example, two sets of
rolling and sliding friction coefficients may lead to the same angle of repose.

Since the structure is modeled with rigid finite elements, the possibility of performing
stress and fatigue analysis by changing the rigid elements to e.g elasto-plastic, with a
very good load case is another model utilization. As mentioned in the introduction,
wear and damage predictions on the bucket and other equipment are subjects that are
of high interest to the mining industry. Utilizing this numerical model for studying the
interaction between bucket and ore in order to minimize the wear behavior is a topic for
future work.

5 Conclusion

• The numerical model can capture the main phenomenons of the granular ore and the
interaction with the bucket for the loading process with a rope shovel. Validation
of the model shows that the model is representing the experimentally observed data
excellent.

• New large scale experimental methods for model calibration and validation of gran-
ular material behavior for mining industry is presented.

• The model is used to evaluate the performance of the digging process when under
certain conditions, e.g. during different rake angles, bucket positions, and dig
velocities with interesting and valuable results as a product.

• The results from the presented paper agrees with previous experimental studies on
rope shovel bucket filling, and also extends the knowledge and gives suggestions on
how a more efficient digging can be obtained.

• This numerical model, developed in the present work, is not limited to the use
of rope shovels, and may easily be applied where granular material with complex
shapes interacts with equipment.
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Full-scale simulation and validation of wear for a mining rope shovel bucket

Andreas Svanberg, Simon Larsson, Rikard Mäki and Pär Jonsén

Abstract

Failure in industrial processes is often related to wear and can cause significant problems.
It is estimated that approximately 1-4% of the gross national product for an industrialized
nation is related to abrasive wear. This work aims to numerically predict development
of wear for full-scale mining applications in harsh sub-arctic conditions. The purpose is
to increase the understanding of wear development in industrial processes and optimize
service life and minimize costs related to wear. In the present paper, a granular material
model consisting of discrete element method (DEM) and rigid finite element particles is
utilized to study wear in full-scale mining applications where granular materials and steel
structures are present. A wear model with the basis in Finnie’s wear model is developed
to calculate wear from combined abrasive sliding and impact wear. Novel in-situ full-scale
experiments are presented for calibration of the wear model. A simulation model of the
rope shovel loading process is set up where the bucket filling process is simulated several
times, and the wear is calculated with the calibrated wear model. From the full-scale
validation, it is shown that the simulated wear is in excellent agreement when compared
to the experiments, both regarding wear locations and magnitudes. After validation,
the model is utilized to study if wear can be minimized by making small changes to the
bucket. One major conclusion from the work is that the presented wear simulator is a
suitable tool that can be used for product development and optimization of the loading
process.

1 Introduction

Wear occurs in all processes where materials or components come into contact with each
other. In the mining industry, wear is considered to be the main cost in maintenance
and wear can account for up to half of the maintenance costs [14]. According to [3], the
cost of abrasive wear has been estimated to range from 1% to 4% of the gross national
product of an industrialized nation. Granular material handling is a critical process in
the mining industry. The ore that is extracted from the host rock is handled at all
stages from blasting to crushing and grinding. In the loading process, where large rope
shovel loaders of up to 1500 tons in weight are loading the blasted ore and waste rock
to haul trucks, problems related to wear often occur. The buckets of these enormous
machines can load up to 120 tons of fragmented rocks, and the material turnover is
approximately 30-70 kton per day in the Boliden open-pit copper mine Aitik, located
20 km outside of Gällivare in Northern Sweden. The part on the rope shovel and other
loading machinery that is in direct contact with the granular material is the bucket. Due
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to the large material turnover and the harsh conditions that the buckets are subjected
to, the buckets are often the cause for both planned and unexpected machine downtime.

Ground engaging tools (GET), bucket wear and replacement are one of the primary cost
drivers in operating a rope shovel. Replacing a dipper is an investment in the order of
1-1.5MUSD and the annual GET consumption is around 300kUSD. This means that the
cost of the bucket and wear parts are larger than the operator cost for the shovel. In
addition bucket related downtime cost can be significant, especially related to unplanned
failures. Hence, to extend the service life of buckets and to better plan the maintenance
a better understanding of wear and how to minimize it is of fundamental importance.

Prediction of wear has been an active field of research for decades, however, wear is not
yet fully understood. Several researchers have stated that there exist only four wear
mechanisms, [20, 35], namely abrasive wear, adhesive wear, wear by contact fatigue, and
corrosive (or tribo-oxide) wear. Wear processes are described by one or a combination
of the four possible wear mechanisms and are related to how the contact occurs. During
the 1950s and 1960s, some of the most fundamental work was conducted regarding the
understanding and prediction of wear. A seminal work on wear prediction was presented
by Archard in 1953, [1]. Through experiments on two contacting bodies, Archard revealed
that the contact area was increased with applied load and that the worn volume was
proportional to the normal contact force and sliding distance, and inversely proportional
to the material hardness. Since its original formulation, Archard’s wear law has been
widely used for predicting wear in a broad variety of fields.

In 1958, the Rabinowicz criterion for adhesive wear was formulated, [31]. He concluded
that what determines if a particle/fragment will become a worn particle or not depends
on if the elastic energy stored in the particle/fragment exceeds the adhesive energy at
the point of attachment. The result from the paper was a criterion to calculate the size
of worn particles. This criterion has been proven to be accurate in recent research where
adhesive wear was studied at micro-level [28]. In 1960, Finnie [11], developed an energy-
based wear model for erosive wear based on hard particles impacting ductile metal plates
at certain angles of impact. Erosive wear is described as the wear from a solid surface in
contact with a stream of particle impacts. The model is dependent on impact angle, mass,
and velocity of particles, amount of particles, and contact properties between particles
and surface. Magnée, [25] developed a generalized law of erosive wear. The model is based
on the work by Finnie, [11] and Bitter [4] and combines hardness and particle sharpness.
Even though the intent was to create a generalized wear law, the author did not present
any application of the model. Since its formulation, the Magnée wear law has received
some attention and has been implemented for simulation of wear for computational fluid
dynamics, [32]. A shear impact energy model (SIEM) used for erosion was proposed by
Zhao et al. [40]. The background for the model was from previous work, [2], where it was
shown that the shear impact energy showed a good correlation to the wear volume for
different impact angles. Through numerical modelling the authors demonstrated that 1/4
of the shear impact energy is converted to erosive energy, and hence concluded that the
shear impact energy is a suitable measure for predicting wear. The model was validated
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against experimental results and showed good potential.

In the study of industrial granular material flows, the use of numerical methods has
increased rapidly in the last decade. As of 2021, most of the major companies dealing
with bulk material handling utilize numerical models for granular material in one way
or another. The discrete element method (DEM) is by far the most common approach
when modeling granular materials. The method was introduced by Cundall and Strack
in 1971, [10] and 1979, [9]. Since then, the method has been developed continuously,
while at the same time the computational capacities have significantly improved. This
development has enabled detailed simulations including almost a billion particles, [21],
DEM has is also a very common method when dealing with different mining applications
such as grinding, [7, 18, 23] and crushing, [29]. Recently, wear phenomena have been
investigated using DEM simulation. Roessler et al. [33] aimed to develop a standardized
calibration procedure for abrasive sliding wear. An experimental setup where normal
force and sliding distance could be varied was used. Mass and volume loss due to wear
was experimentally measured. The same setup was modeled with DEM, and the Archard
wear law was calibrated from the results of the experiment. The authors showed that the
results from short simulations of a few seconds could be used to obtain the total volume
and mass loss from time-consuming experiments. Only the wear volume and mass were
measured. The geometry change was not further investigated. Ilic et al., [15] studied
wear in transfer chutes for iron ore and aimed to develop a criterion for reducing wear in
chutes. Wear was modeled by using shear and impact intensities in the DEM-structure
contacts in order to evaluate different designs performance. DEM with multi-sphere
particles was used to model abrasive wear on structural steel plates [27]. Perhaps most
of the wear studies when it comes to granular materials are in the field of comminution
e.g. [8, 22, 23, 30, 37]. Boemer, [5] gives a thorough review of the used wear models when
it comes to liner wear in ball mills. In one study by Kalala, [19], Archard’s wear law was
calibrated and validated with the ASTM G65 experiment. Relative wear patterns showed
good agreement with experimentally observed measurement when different particle sizes
were examined. Continuous shearer machines for coal cutting and loading were simulated
using DEM with Archard wear model, [39]. Jafari et al. [17], Used DEM to investigate
how wear on the screening process was affected by different process parameters. Later
a more general investigation of what parameters influence the particle-surface impact
wear by using Finnie’s wear model, [16]. It was concluded that the impact angle, impact
speed, particle size, and particle density was the main influence on the amount of wear.
It was also shown that the local wear depends on the mesh size of the surface, however,
the total or global wear remaind consistent. Rojas et al. simulate wear using an Archard-
DEM combination and showed a normalized wear difference on a dump truck body of
less than 20 % when compared to experiments [34]. Forström et al. used DEM-FEM
and SPH-FEM to predict the wear on dump tipper bodies during unloading at full-scale.
[12, 13]. A lab wear drum test was used to calibrate Archards wear law. Two wear
measurements were then performed on the truck body, and the experimental absolute
wear was detected. Furthermore, the wear model was used to simulate the absolute wear.
The conclusion from the paper was that an agreement in the relative wear map was
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showing good correspondence, however, the absolute wear was not captured as intended.

An important note, and as an objective for the present paper, is that most of the men-
tioned references where wear phenomenon have been studied have been performed either
in a lab or pilot scale environment. Further, if the wear has been simulated in full-scale,
then calibration and validation have not been performed at full-scale. To the the authors
knowledge, very little research has been published with full-scale industrial modelling
of wear, in specific, wear with calibrated wear models. Since full-scale modelling is less
controllable, contains many influential parameters, and requires in-situ available data it
is a challenging task. However, it is of utmost importance to use available research, and
apply it and adjust it so it can be used for real full-scale industrial cases.

The objective of this work is to develop experimental methods that better support the
calibration and validation of wear models for industrial full-scale cases. Another objective
is to develop and utilize a wear model, suitable for full-scale simulation where large rocks
(>1 m) are present. An in-house wear model, able to capture impact and sliding wear was
implemented and coupled to a granular material model. Furthermore, the wear model
was calibrated using an in-situ process, namely a vibratory feeder, used to feed rocks to
a jaw crusher. The model was then validated with experimental wear data from a mining
rope shovel bucket used in the production. Finally, the model was used to predict how
small changes in geometry affect the wear on a rope shovel bucket.

2 Materials and experiment

The small content of metal ore in the Aitik mine makes it difficult to distinguish ore
from the waste rock on a bulk level. On the scales considered in the present study, it
is thus assumed that the ore and waste rock can be treated as one granular material.
The mineralogical composition of the rock types present in Aitik is dominated by quartz,
plagioclase, K-feldspar, biotite, and muscovite. A particle size distribution (PSD) of
the granular material is shown in Fig. 1. The bulk and particle densities are between
1800 - 2000 kg/m3 and 2600-2970 kg/m3, respectively. The shapes of the rocks in the
granular mass are mainly angular and blocky. The muck-pile generated by blasting is
approximately 18 m high. After blasting, a few rocks were arbitrarily selected from the
muck-pile and were 3D-scanned with a Leica RTC 360 3D scanner. The wear plates
in the vibratory feeder are made of Hardox 450. The wear material of the rope shovel
consists of mainly Hardox 500. The lip and teeth belonging to the bucket are of type
Esco Ultralok System, and the material is cast steel of unknown type.

2.1 Experimental procedures

Two in-situ experimental setups were used in this work. The first being a vibratory
feeder, used to calibrate the wear model, and secondly a rope shovel bucket to validate
the wear model.
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Figure 1: Particle size distribution (PSD) used as a base for the granular material model.
PSD curve from one blasting in Aitik material and adopted from [26].

Vibratory feeder

A vibratory feeder used to feed waste rock from the mine to a jaw crusher was used
as a calibration case. In Fig. 2(a) the feeder is presented. The Feeder is of type JF
1450 GBSd manufactured by P.J Jonsson and has a capacity of feeding 700 tonnes of
rocks per hour. Drawings were provided from the manufacturer, nevertheless, they are
classified and not fully presented in this paper. The overall dimensions of the feeder are
nonetheless presented in Fig. 2(b). Wheel loader of type Volvo L-350 with buckets of
approximately 8 m3 was used to load the feeder. The feeder is set on a spring table, and
the vibration frequency is ranging from 15-18 Hz at a 40◦ angle from the horizontal plane.
The amplitude of the vibration was 3.5 mm. Video recording of when the material is
filled into the feeder, as well as tonnage going through the feeder, was used to ensure that
the simulation was behaving similarly to reality. Two steel plates of Hardox 450 were
observed for wear, Fig 3. Before the installation of brand new steel plates, the tonnage
and operational hours were observed. The steel plates were measured on 12 different
positions on each wear plate using an ultrasonic thickness gauge. The thickness gauge
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was of type KARL DEUTSCH ECHOMETER 1075 Basic, with an accuracy of ± 0.1 mm
for plate thicknesses of 1.2-250 mm. Since both plates were measured, the total number
of wear points was 24. A total of three separate measurement occasions were performed,
excluding the initial thickness measurements of the plates. A template was made to make
sure that identical positions on the plates were measured on every occasion.

2.2 Rope shovel wear measurement

The experimental setup for an in situ rope shovel regarding the rope shovel dimensions,
granular material, and movement of the rope shovel has been described in detail in
previous work by Svanberg et al. [36]. In this description, the focus will be on describing
the experimental procedure regarding wear measurement.

An Esco bucket with a struck volume capacity of 43 m3 was documented for a total
period of ten months. In Fig. 4, the bucket is shown. The service life for a bucket in
Boliden’s Aitik mine is regularly 7-11 months. During a make-over in the weld shop,
most of the wear plates are refitted, and when the bucket is ready for production again,
the bucket can be considered to be new, from a wear perspective. The Esco bucket was
fitted to a Bucyrus 495 HB electrical rope shovel - ERS. Initial scanning of the geometry
of the bucket was performed by a Leica RTC 360 scanner with an accuracy of 1.9 mm
at a 10 m distance. The thickness of the steel liners was measured with the ECHOME-
TER 1075 ultrasonic thickness gauge. The thickness gauge was calibrated before every
measurement. The choice of the positions was based on previous experience and conver-
sation with maintenance personal. Measurements were performed on all the positions.
Since the measurements were done during a shift joint of approximately 45 minutes, the
positions were located with a yardstick, i.e. the difference between each point could vary
around ± 20 mm. During the measurement, photographs were taken, the thickness was
documented, tonnage going through the bucket, and operational hours were recorded. A
total of 108 thickness measurements were performed during each measurement.

3 Numerical model and simulation setup

In this section, an overview of the simulation and wear models developed in the paper
will be presented.

3.1 Granular material model

The granular material and the system simulation model were developed and presented in
detail in [36], hence the authors refer to the mentioned paper for more details. However,
a brief overview of the model will be given in this section.

In this work, a unique way of combining the traditional DEM with spherical particles and
rigid finite element (FE) bodies. The rigid FE bodies can be modeled using an arbitrary
shape. In the granular material model the smaller particles, with a larger particle count
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Figure 2: (a) Showing a 3D picture of the P.J Jonsson feeder. The grizzlies (looks like
teeth) observed are not present in the feeder in the present study. Instead only steel
plates are used. Overall dimension can be seen in (b), length of the feeder is 5.3 m and
width is 1.8 m. The direction of movement is 40 ◦ from the horizontal plane as observed
in the figure. Pictures adopted from P.J Jonsson with permission.
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Figure 3: The Hardox 450 wear plates location on the feeder is observed (a). In (b), a
close up look on the plates are seen from behind and the dimension for one plate is given.
The area where material build-up is observed, is affecting a length of approximately 200
mm on the plate.

are modeled with the spherical DEM since it is computationally more efficient. For
larger particles, where the particle count is smaller, the rigid FE was utilized. With the
present method, a trade-off between computational demand and resolution of the granular
material is made, nevertheless benefiting from including realistic shapes. The model is
implemented in multi-physics software LS-DYNA, [24]. Calibration and validation of the
granular material model utilized in the rope shovel loading process were performed in
full-scale.

3.2 Wear model and implementation

In the present work, a wear model based on the Finnie wear law was developed. The
model was further implemented in a FORTRAN subroutine and coupled to a granular
simulation model performed in LS-DYNA. The model should be set up in a way so that
(1) it can be utilized in full-scale problems, (2) be able to be used for granular materials
(DEM) and the FE-rigid bodies, (3) calibration can be performed from one experimental
in-situ test, (4) capture wear when both sliding and impact wear occurs, and (5) be
fairly generalized for granular material and structure interactions so that the model can
be used for similar problems. From the above-mentioned criteria, several wear laws meet
the conditions (1)-(3), and (5), however, most of the commonly used wear models do not
focus on capturing wear from both sliding and impact wear.
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Figure 4: A photograph showing the Esco bucket mounted on the Bucyrus electric rope
shovel (ERS) in Aitik.

The most common model of predicting sliding wear is the Archard wear law, [1]. Though
originally developed for adhesive wear, it has commonly been used for abrasive sliding
wear. Archard, through experiments from two bodies sliding against each other, revealed
that the worn volume is dependent on the normal force Fn, sliding distance, d, and the
material hardnessH. The expression that Archard came up with combined the mentioned
dependencies as

Varchard = Karchard
Fnds
H

, (1)

where Karchard is the wear constant. Since the hardness is a material parameter, it is
often included in Karchard, giving the simplified expression,

Varchard = KarchardFnds, (2)

as can be observed from Archards wear law, it is obvious that no wear is given if the
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sliding distance is zero.

When it comes to impact wear or wear from when particles hit a surface with an angle,
one of the most used models is the Finnies wear model. In 1972, Finnie [11], developed
an energy-based wear model for hard particles to predict erosive wear that hit ductile
metal plates at a certain angle of impact. The volume of removed material by Finnies
original model is described by the kinetic energy of the particle,

Wfinnie =
mv2

pψK

(
sin(2α) − 6

K
sin2(α)

)
if tanα ≤ K

6

Wfinnie =
mv2

pψK

(
6

K
cos2(α)

)
if tanα ≥ K

6
,

(3)

where m is the mass of the particle, v is the impact velocity, α is the impact angle, p is
the plastic flow stress of the surface, ψ the ratio of depth of contact and depth of cut and
K is the ratio between normal and shear force. By considering angular abrasive grain
gives a value of K =2. Finnie also showed from metal cutting experiment that a value of
ψ = 2 is suitable. Finnie also observed that when many particles was hitting a surface,
all of the particles did not remove material, so the wear volume was set to 50% of the
wear from Eq. 3. Finally with some of the constants in Eq. 3 the Finnie model can be
expressed as

Wfinnie =
Mv2

8p

(
sin(2α) − 3sin2(α)

)
if α ≤ 18.5◦

Wfinnie =
Mv2

24p

(
cos2(α)

)
if α ≥ 18.5◦.

(4)

where the capital M is the mass when many particles are impacting a surface. As
mentioned by Finnie, one of the drawbacks, is that for angles greater than approximately
45◦, the wear volume is greatly underestimated. When impact angles are close to 90◦ the
wear volume is zero.

The drawbacks with Archard and Finnie were briefly discussed when it comes to the
combined impact and sliding wear. Therefore, a model, that aims to partly take care of
the presented problems is presented. The basis of the model is the Finnie wear model,
however, the terms related to the angle dependence are removed. The reason for this is,
(1) when sliding occurs, the angle is 0◦ or close to 0◦. When the impact angle is zero,
the original Finnie wear law gives zero wear, (2) when angles are close to 90◦ the Finnie
equation gives zero wear.

All material-dependent parameters in the original Finnie law, Eq. 4. are combined in
one wear constant that needs to be calibrated for two specific materials in contact. The
equation for calculating wear is then reduced to the following equation

W = KImpmv
2. (5)
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3.3 Feeder model setup

A numerical model of the experimental setup (see Section 2.1) for how calibration was
performed. Initially, a CAD geometry was created from the blueprints provided by the
manufacturer. Further, the CAD-geometry was discretized with 4-noded shell finite ele-
ments. A baseline mesh size of 75 mm was used for all areas where wear was simulated.
The mesh size was chosen based on a sensitivity analysis concerning wear map, computa-
tional demand, and relation to particle size. In Fig. 5 the model setup is presented. The
inclined walls going upwards from the feeder are referred to as the bin, the fragmented
rocks coming in there will be filled from the back of the feeder, and a heap of material will
be built up in the bin. Wheel loaders are filling the feeder and loads approximately 15
tonnes (8 m3) in the buckets. A prescribed sinusoidal wave with an amplitude of 3.5 mm
and frequency of 18 Hz was introduced to the feeder and bin, at an angle of 40◦ to the
horizontal plane. To model the experimental setup in a way to reduce simulation time,
a simplified bucket was created on the top of the bin, with the position corresponding
to approximately the same position as the wheel loaders empties the material from. A
total of three buckets were emptied into the bin corresponding to 45 tonnes of rocks.
The choice of the number of bucket emptying cycles was chosen through iterations of
simulations. This was performed to avoid fluctuations from only using one cycle. If more
cycles are used, an improved average of the actual contact distribution over the plates
may be obtained, however, a balancing with respect to the computational time needs to
be considered. The granular material used in the baseline case is the same as described
in Section 3.1. The granular material batches for each bucket were geometrically changed
to avoid that the same cycles would be repeated.

3.4 Calibration of wear model

The wear model was calibrated in a one-step calibration process, assuming that the wear
is changing linearly with material tonnage. For this calibration, only two experiments
are required. The average wear depth is calculated between the two measuring occasions
where a known quantity of material has passed the feeder, i.e. an average wear rate (wear
depth/tonnage) is obtained during the period.

A simulation model was then run with an arbitrary value on the wear constant Kimpact.
From the simulation results, the average wear depth was extracted from the same posi-
tions as for the experiments. Further, the average wear depth from the simulation was
calculated from the earlier mentioned positions. The wear coefficient Kimpact were then
calibrated in a way to make sure that the wear from simulations matches the wear from
experiments. When the wear coefficient was calibrated, the same simulation model was
re-run with the calibrated value of Kimpact. When the average wear from the simulation
agreed with the average wear from experiments, the calibration was assumed valid.

For each node, a wear depth is calculated in the simulation. A smoothing function was
introduced in the post-processing of the wear. The smoothing function uses an area-
weighted average wear smoothing function. The smoothing involves one parental node
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Figure 5: Presentation of the simulation model setup for the feeder. The initial setup
(a). The black area represents the plates where wear is measured.

and any neighboring node sharing the same element as the parent node. The weight
factor for the parental node will be four times higher than the reaming neighboring
nodes. The smoothing kernel is wear-volume conservative, i.e. no wear volume is added
or removed. The smoothing cycle can be iterated arbitrarily cycles. More information on
the smoothing function is described in detail in [6]. During the calibration, the smoothing
is kept constant throughout all simulation steps and is included in the calibration.

3.5 Wear simulation model of bucket filling

From a 3D scanning of the rope shovel bucket, a CAD model was created as shown in
Figure 6. Some geometrical simplifications were introduced to facilitate the generation
of the subsequent FE-mesh from the CAD model. As stated by the manufacturer, the fill
volume of the bucket was 42 m3. The motion of the bucket during the normal operation
was obtained experimentally from video recordings and this motion was used in the
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Figure 6: Geometry and model of the Esco bucket. (a) 3D scanned bucket, (b) the
FE-model.

Figure 7: Numerical model setup including the rigid body bucket and the granular ma-
terial.

simulations. In previous work [36], the full rope shovel multi-body rigid dynamics was
modeled. In this work, only the bucket motion will be considered to simplify and reduce
simulation time. In Fig. 7., the model setup is presented.

The bucket and granular material models were used to set up a numerical model of
a loading operation. In Table 1 the parameters used in the granular material model
are presented. The parameters governing the friction between the bucket and granular
material were obtained experimentally. A Young’s modulus of 45 GPa and a Poisson ratio
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Table 1: Physical properties for the DEM granular material model.

Property Parameter Unit Value

Density ρparticle [kg/m3] 3700
Bulk density ρbulk [kg/m3] 1903
Youngs’s modulus E [GPa] 45
Poissons’s ratio ν [-] 0.3

DE-DE
Sliding fric. coeff. µfr [-] 0.9
Rolling fric. coeff. µroll [-] 0.05
Norm. damp. coeff. Dn [-] 0.9
Tang. damp. coeff. Dt [-] 0.75

DE-FE
Bucket-DE, sliding fric. coeff. µfr [-] 0.53
Bucket-DE, rolling fric. coeff. µroll [-] 0.05
FE rocks-DE, fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.85
Ground-DE, sliding fric. coeff. µfr [-] 0.9
Ground-DE, rolling fric. coeff. µroll [-] 0.3

FE-FE
FE rocks-FE rocks, fric. coeff. µfr [-] 0.85
FE rocks-bucket, fric. coeff. µfr [-] 0.53
FE rocks-ground fric. coeffs µfr [-] 0.9

of 0.3 were used for the granular material. To account for the roughness and unevenness
of the ground, a friction coefficient of 0.9 was set between ground and granular material.

In the experimental setup, or during the real loading process the amount of bucket fillings
for a period of a month is estimated to approximately 20 000. Since simulation models as
the one presented has a limit in computational time, it is impossible to simulate 20 000
bucket fillings within a realistic time frame. Nonetheless, it is not realistic to perform one
bucket filling simulation and expect that the full wear process can be captured. In this
work, a trade-off in simulated bucket fillings was performed, so that the total simulation
time is kept reasonable. The pile that was shown in Fig. 7. was one out of a total of
three piles used for the bucket fillings. For one simulation sequence, using one of the
piles, the bucket was moved through the pile with a movement presented in [36]. The
particles were then emptied into the same pile by opening the door in the rear of the
bucket. In this way, the amount of material was kept constant in the pile throughout all
bucket fillings for that specific simulation sequence. The particles muck-pile in Fig. 7,
was rearranged three times by moving a large plate from the bottom to the top of the
pile.
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4 Results and discussion

In this section, the result from the wear simulation will be presented. The validity of
the rope shovel and granular material model is not presented here. In previous work by
Svanberg et al., [36] it is demonstrated that the developed numerical model excellently
captures the full-scale phenomenon of the granular material and the contact mechanics
with a structural component such as a bucket. Validation of the model with experimental
full-scale observed data showed strong agreement. For numerical results, all simulations
were performed running an R12 development version of LS-DYNA on 48 Xeon Gold
6248R 3 GHz cores on a computer cluster.

4.1 Calibration results

The calibration of the wear model was performed by determining suitable parameters and
values of mesh size on structure components, the particle size distribution of granular
material, and smoothing cycles. The choices were based on the result from the analysis
performed in Section 4.2, also, keeping in mind the intent to perform full-scale simulations
with realistic computational time. Hence, for the calibration of the model a mesh size
of 75 mm was chosen as a suitable mesh size concerning particle size distribution and
resolution of geometry. The ratio between the baseline granular material model with the
smallest particle of a radius, R=100 mm and the element size is RI =1.33. The amount
of smoothing iterations was set to one. Since smoothing is artificially applied to the wear
depth, the iterations were kept as low as possible, however, still receiving the benefits of
using the weighted average smoothing function. The baseline granular material model is
the same as presented in previous work, [36]. The smallest particle has a radius of 100
mm. However, to see the effect of including smaller particles, another granular material
model was generated containing particles with the smallest particle diameter of R=50
mm.

In Fig. 8 the experimental results from the wear measurement on the plates belonging
to the vibratory feeder are shown. A total of three measuring occasions were performed,
giving approximately two linear wear gradients/rates (wear depth/tonnage). A simplified
wear rate, being the gradient linearly from the initial, and the last measurement was used
for calibrating the wear model.

The results from the calibration is presented in Fig. 9. Simulated absolute wear maps
from the two bottom plates are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), for the two cases where smaller
particles are included and the baseline granular material model respectively. A total of
approximately 45 tonnes of material was going through the feeder in the models. This
is to be compared to approximately 955 ktonnes for the experiments. The experimental
wear map is solely based on the black dots seen in Fig. 9(c), whereas the simulated wear
maps are the actual wear map from simulations. However, both for the experimental
and simulated wear maps, the average of the left and right sides are taken, and further
mirrored in order to obtain more comparable absolute wear maps. The average wear from
the simulations is identical to the experimental wear after calibration, which proves that
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Figure 8: Plots showing the experimentally average wear depth for the plates described
in Fig. 3 as a function of the material feed passing the plates. The error bar represents
the estimated error range from wear thickness measurements. ḋ is the wear rate between
the different measurements.

the calibration is sufficiently performed. Comparing the wear maps between simulation
and experimental results (Fig. 9), it is clear that the general trend is captured in the
simulations for both the case of R=50 and R=100 mm. However, the experimental wear
seems to be somewhat more even. The highest locations of wear for all three cases occur
in the center where the two plates meet, and to the front of the plates.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis

To obtain a better understanding of how the parameters used to set up the wear simula-
tion affect the actual wear, a sensitivity analysis was performed. Parameters as grid/mesh
size, particle size distribution, and smoothing iterations were investigated. The results
from the sensitivity analysis, presented in this section were used to choose reasonable
parameters for the model setup related to wear.
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Figure 9: Absolute wear maps after calibration is performed for, (a) the PSD with
smallest particle. radius, R=50, and (b) smallest particle R=100, compared to the
experiment results (c). x and y axes are the coordinates. The black dots represents the
experimental coordinates where measuring of wear depth was performed. All units in
mm.
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Mesh size and particle size distribution

The original formulations of most of the wear laws are given in terms of wear volume.
In practical cases, the wear volume is hard to detect when performing measurements in
a field environment since this is either done by measuring the weight and knowing the
material density, or through detailed 3D surface scanning. A more practical measure
that is used by maintenance personnel all around the world is the wear depth, i.e. the
difference between current and initial material thickness. Numerically, the wear depth is
calculated as wear volume divided by surface area. Since the surface is discretized with
finite elements, the surface area is taken as the element area. Hence, the wear depth will
vary depending on the element area. Though, the wear volume remains constant.

Particle size is another subject to investigate with respect to wear. Worn volume is
calculated for each element, and a DE spherical particle may only be in contact with one
element at a certain time since the contact law only allows for an ideal contact point. In
this study, two different setups of particle sizes were used. The baseline case, with the
same particle sizes as used in [36], where the cut-off particle radius was 100 mm, was
compared to a smaller cut of a radius of 50 mm. If smaller cut-off radii are used, it also
leads to more particles. All changes are done with regard to the smallest particles, i.e.
the spherical DEM particles. So e.g. if 10 particles of 100 mm are used, it does not mean
it can be replaced by 10 particles of 50 mm. The particle count needs to be changed
when radii change in order to preserve mass. The two different particle sizes and the four
mesh sizes were investigated by performing simulations and evaluate the wear results.
In Fig. 10 and 11 results from varying the mesh size when using the smaller and the
larger particle, are shown, respectively. Both Figs. are normalized and mirror averaged.
From the figures, it is clear that the wear distribution over the plates varies with mesh
size. However, when comparing the different particle sizes the wear distribution seems to
be changing similarly. In Fig. 11, where the coarser PSD was used, on the far left and
far right side of the wear plates, localisation of wear in form of lines are observed. This
is because the larger particles can not reach the corners. For the smaller particles, this
behavior is not observed since the particles are smaller.

Since the contact between e.g. a DE sphere and surface is defined through the contact
area, which is the cross-section of the sphere, at the point of intersection at the depth of
penetration. Due to the penalty-based contact law, and because the penetration is small,
the theoretical contact area also becomes small, and i.e. never exceeds the size of one
element. This means that contact occurs only for one element for the same time step.
Hence, the behavior presented when changing particle size can be explained. In other
words, if a 10 mm sphere or a 100 mm sphere would hit a surface defined with elements,
there would only be one element with any calculated wear.

Smoothing of wear depth

The benefit of using a smoothing function is that it gives a more even wear distribution.
Since the particle size distribution is limited to contain particles larger than R=50-100
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Figure 10: Figures showing normalized and mirror averaged wear maps for mesh edge
lengths, (a) 30 mm, (b) 45 mm, (c) 60 mm, and (d) 75 mm. The particle size distribution
is the smaller one with radius, R=50 mm. Color plots are showing the normalized wear
depth in mm.

mm, it is obvious that the amounts of particles in contact with the sheet are not as many
as in reality, and hence this will influence the wear behavior as well. Perhaps if more fines
would be used the wear on the smaller elements would be more evenly distributed. The
same reasoning is true for the rigid FE-rocks. In Fig. 12. the smoothing kernel is applied
on a wear map from the calibration simulation. As can be observed from Figs. 12(a)-(d),
the smoothing effect has the largest influence between no smoothing and 1 smoothing
iteration for the present mesh size and particle size distribution of the granular material.

4.3 Validation of wear simulations

Validation of the wear simulation model was performed by comparing the experimental
wear measurements, described in Section 2.2, with the predicted wear from the model.
The wear results from a total of 28 bucket fillings with varying masses were added together
and smoothed once. The total loaded mass from the simulations was 1631 tonnes. The
loaded mass from experimental wear measurements to be compared with was 3583 kton.
To facilitate a comparison between the experimental and the simulated wear, the total
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Figure 11: Figures showing normalized and mirror averaged wear maps for mesh edge
lengths, (a) 30 mm, (b) 45 mm, (c) 60 mm, and (d) 75 mm. The particle size distribution
is the baseline with smallest particles with radius, R=100 mm. Color plots are showing
the normalized wear depth in mm.

wear was divided with the actual tonnage, giving a wear rate in (mm/ton) that is versatile
for comparison. In Fig. 13 snapshots from the wear simulation are shown at different
stages during one bucket filling. From the snapshots, it is clear that the wear contribution
during the first five seconds is located in the front of the bucket and the lip. During
emptying of the bucket, the majority of the wear from the back and on the door is
dominating. In Fig. 14, an 3D view of the bucket wear is shown.

In Fig. 15, a comparison between simulated and experimental wear depth of the bottom
plates is shown. The comparison highlights that the predicted wear from the simulation
is giving wear concentrations at approximately the same positions as the experiments and
that the level of wear is agreeing properly with the experimental results. The wear from
experiments is considerably more smooth and more uniform than the simulated results.
The reason for this behavior could be the large difference between the actual cycles and
the simulated amount of cycles. Since it is approximately 5000 more real cycles than
simulated, it is obvious that the model can not capture all possible scenarios of particle-
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Figure 12: Normalized and mirror averaged wear maps for different amount of smooth-
ings, (a) no smoothing iteration, (b) one smoothing iteration, (c) two smoothing itera-
tions, and (d) three smoothing iterations. The mesh size was 75 mm and the baseline
case particles are used.Color plots are showing the normalized wear depth in mm.

structure interaction that causes wear. Another cause is that the present model does not
contain the finer particles of the PSD.

To compare the wear more quantitatively, the wear was plotted along sections of the
bucket, which is presented in Fig. 16. The simulated wear along the three sections
correlates very well to the experimental results. Both the absolute value of the wear and
the trends along the width is in agreement.

The simulated wear results were further compared to other experimental measurements
on the inside side plates on both left and right sides, as well as the bucket door. The
conclusion from the comparison was that in general the wear behavior is captured for
both the magnitude of the wear rate as well as the wear map, however, the experimental
results show a smoother result than the predictions from simulations. The reason for this
discrepancy is likely the larger number of bucket filling cycles in combination with the
finer particles present in reality as previously mentioned.
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Figure 13: Snapshots from wear simulations during one bucket filling. In column (a), the
the wear is fringe plotted, and in column (b) a section view of the bucket and granular
material is shown for the different times.
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Figure 14: Overview of the predicted wear from model from (a) left, and (b) right. The
color plots are in units mm/ton.

Figure 15: Figures showing the simulated (a) and experimental (b) wear rate. The wear
maps are located at the bottom of the bucket (c). The lower part of the wear maps
corresponds to the inlet of the bucket. The black markers in (b), corresponds to the
positions of the experimental measurements. The color plots are in units mm/ton.
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Figure 16: Wear rate is plotted as sections from the width direction of the bucket and
plotted for both experimentally measured and simulated wear, in the front (a), middle
(b), and in the rear of the bucket (c). The locations, (d) of the sections in the bucket
are illustrated. Experimental data are from the points in Fig. 15, corresponding to
approximately the same positions. The dashed line corresponds to experimental wear
rate and the full drawn line corresponds to simulated wear rate. The x-axes are the same
for all plots (a)-(c).
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4.4 Application of wear simulations to minimize wear

One of the main reasons for developing a wear model that is coupled to a numerical
loading simulator was to utilize it to bring a better understanding of the wear process.
Furthermore, to evaluate how different geometrical changes in e.g. a rope shovel bucket
affects wear, diggability, and filling degree. In this section, two examples of utilizing the
model presented in this work in order to evaluate if the present model is suitable for such
a task.

The objective is to perform simulations when changes are made to the bucket and evaluate
the changes in wear, dig force, and bucket filling degree. A comparison between the
original bucket used in the validation case and two buckets with added features was
performed. The bucket with added features in the form of steel bars at 90◦ and 45◦

angles to the direction of the material flow are shown in Fig. 17. The material of the
steel bars is the same as the remaining bucket. The only difference between the new
and the baseline model setup is the added steel bars. Ten buckets filling cycles were
repeated for all the comparisons. In Fig. 18, the wear maps from the baseline bucket,
and the new buckets are compared. The wear from the new bucket on the bottom plates
is reduced by approximately 2-5 times compared to the baseline bucket. For the case
when the steel bars are at 90◦, the wear on the large blocks in the rear, close to the
hatch, is also greatly reduced for the new geometry. For both cases when wear bars are
used, the larger portion of wear is absorbed by the steel bars. Hence, the wear has been
moved to a position where the maintenance downtime will be highly reduced compared
to replacing the bottom plates. By only looking at the wear rate maps, it is clear that
by simply adding the steel bars, the wear on the bottom plates is significantly reduced,
and the service life of the bottom plates could be extended with several times the current
service life. This of course demands that the steel bars are replaced when worn down.
However, there are other aspects to the bucket geometry, which are the diggability and
filling degree. In Fig. 19, the resultant interface forces between the buckets and granular
material are plotted for the baseline bucket and the new buckets with the steel bars. It
is clear that the added steel bars significantly increase the digging force. In this way,
the diggability significantly gets worse since it is more resistant when penetrating the
material. The steel bars located at 90◦ gives the largest average dig force, and for the 45◦

a smaller average force is observed, however, the peak forces are approximately the same.
When comparing the bucket filling degree for the three different cases, no difference was
observed between the baseline case and when the bars were located at 45◦, however, for
the case with wear bars at 90◦, a decrease of approximately 3% was observed. The results
presented in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 are in agreement with what has been observed in the
Aitik mine. Hence, this example of changing the geometry demonstrates that the present
model can capture influences of wear and force prediction by relatively small changes in
e.g. geometry.
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Figure 17: Geometry of the new buckets containing the steel bars at different angles.

4.5 General discussion

In this paper, a numerical model for simulating wear at full-scale in a harsh sub-arctic
environment is presented, validated and the use of the model is demonstrated with two
examples. The wear simulator employs a unique numerical model previously presented,
[36]. An in-house wear model is developed and coupled to the simulation environment.
Furthermore, the wear model is calibrated in a full-scale in-situ environment, and then the
wear model is applied to the loading process. Validation of the wear model is performed
at full-scale with experimental wear measurements on a rope shovel bucket.

From the results presented in Section. 4.1, it is clear that the one-step calibration process
is simplified compared to reality. By looking at the experimentally average wear rate in
Fig. 8 it is obvious that the wear rate changes with the feed of material. The reason
is that the experimental wear is non-linear, and it can depend on various reasons. One
of the reasons could be that the crusher is a mobile equipment with the possibility
to move, hence, the type of material going through the feeder changes. During the
second, third, and fourth measurements the feeder changed location in the mine and the
operators of the crusher recognized an increased hardness of the material, which partly
could explain the increased wear rate after the second measurement. It is also known
that the wear rate, in general, is non-linear, [38]. The reason for the non-linear wear rate
could be because of the change of material flow when the geometry is changed due to
wear. Another explanation is that the hardness of the wear plates is not constant through
the thickness, and it also changes from e.g. work hardening and temperature conditions.
Most likely, the phenomenon is dependent on the two mentioned explanations. To include
all these effects in the model requires a more advanced model than presented herein. To
address the mentioned problems related to the calibration process would be a significant
improvement of the present work, however, it is out of scope for this study.
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Figure 18: Wear on the bottom and the lip of the bucket shown for the baseline case (a),
the changed geometry with wear bars located at 90◦, (b) and wear bars located at 45◦

(c). The changed geometries of the buckets are presented in Fig.17. The view is from
the top, similar to the view in Fig. 15. The units of the wear rate is mm/ton and the
color plots are the same for both figures.
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Figure 19: Resultant contact interface forces acting on the bucket (excluding lip) for the
baseline bucket and the buckets with added features. The average forces are 4.2 MN, 8.0
MN, and 6.8 MN, for the baseline case, wear bars at 90◦, and for the wear bars at 45◦

respectively. In Fig. 13, the locations of the buckets at different times during the bucket
filling are presented.

The wear model, presented in Section 3.2, was developed with the aim to be an easily
calibrated wear model for industrial full-scale predictions when both sliding and impact
are present. The limitations of the commonly used Finnie wear model were identified
and further, the model was modified to better suit applications when sliding and impact
are present. It should be mentioned that the model was investigated for several different
impact angles ranging from zero to 90◦, and the model showed a clear dependency on the
impact angle, though the angle-terms were neglected in the original Finnie model. The
aim of the wear model is to obtain a model that can deal with sliding and impact wear
and be suitable for full-scale industrial use. The purpose was to calibrate and validate the
model in similar environments as it was supposed to be used for, and not use a perfect
lab-scale environment with high resolution measurements. Since both the calibration
and validation shows a good agreement of the relative wear maps it can be assumed that
the model is capturing the main phenomenons of how wear proceeds for these type of
applications.

From the result presented from the mesh and particle size sensitivity analysis, Section
4.2, it was shown that the wear depth was dependent on the mesh and particle sizes
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in the model. For computational cost savings a cut-off value of the smallest particles
in the granular model with R=100 mm was introduced. This resulted in that all local
effects related to wear from the fines include in reality are not captured in the model.
However, since the computational cost rapidly increases with smaller particles it was not
assumed adequate to reduce particle size. The increase in computational solution time
is partly due to the smaller explicit time step required for a stable solution and partly
to the increase in particle count, which in turn causes more contacts. However, a more
thorough study of the influence of particle size would be of great interest.

In the present work, the bucket filling process was simulated by repeating the same bucket
trajectory for three different piles. In reality, a variety of the trajectory is observed
depending on the loading situation, the skill of the operators, etc. Also, the simulated
amount of cycles are several hundred times lower than in reality. Yet, the model has
proven that the result from a few cycles can give very useful and interesting results
that agree well with experiments. When making assumptions and simplifications, it is
of great importance to be aware of important variables within each process, and make
case-specific decisions based on the present application.

From the validation of the model, it was demonstrated that the wear model is suitable
for full-scale applications where both sliding and impact wear occurs, Section 4.3. The
simulated wear maps and magnitude of wear related to the bottom plates, door, plates on
the inside and outside shows a good agreement when compared to the experiments. Also,
simulated wear maps from the lip and teeth are in agreement, however, the magnitude
of wear is not sufficiently good. The reason for this is probably that the lip material is
cast steel, which is different from the wear plate material against which the calibration
was performed. As mentioned in Section 2, there is a difference between the steel plates
in calibration and the rope shovel bucket steel plates. For the rope shovel, Hardox 500 is
used, and for the calibration, Hardox 450 is used. The reason for this is that the study was
limited to in-situ testing, and the authors argued that the Hardox 450 would serve as a
relevant base for calibration. As previously mentioned, perhaps the full-scale calibration
is more important than having the exact same material, despite not at full-scale. Once
again, a balancing was made between the full-scale approach and the exactness of the
test.

When the geometry was changed by including the steel bars a clear reduction of the wear
was observed, see Fig, 18, however at the cost of an increased dig force due to increased
resistance between bucket and particles, see Fig 19. No significant change in bucket filling
degree for most of the cases was observed. The result from the comparison shows that it
is adequate to assume that the model can be used as a tool for making better decisions
related to wear and diggability. A balancing between dig force and wear is of utmost
importance to ensure that both the production and the maintenance crew are satisfied.

In this paper, the work has focused on electric rope shovels during the loading process,
however, the experimental and numerical methods are not limited to these applications.
Since the methods present are fairly versatile methods suitable for numerous applications
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where granular materials are occurring, the methods developed in this work can be fairly
comfortably transferred to other applications. If the model is utilized correctly, it can
lead to a significant reduction of wear, and increase the service life of components.

5 Conclusion

This work covers numerical modeling, calibration, simulation and validation of wear
development in an electric rope shovel at full-scale in a harsh sub-arctic environment.
The in-house wear model is developed and coupled to the simulation environment and
applied to the loading process. The major conclusions from the methods and results in
this paper are presented in this section.

• An in-house wear model that considers both abrasive sliding and impact wear is
developed.

• The granular material model in combination with the presented wear model shows
that the major phenomenon of wear is captured by the model.

• Full-scale validation for a rope shovel bucket proves that the simulated wear is
agreeing well with experimentally measured wear.

• By changing the geometry of the bucket it shows that the wear is significantly
reduced, however on the cost of increased dig force. This concludes that the model
is suitable to use as a tool for optimizing wear.

• Full-scale in-situ calibration and validation experiments are presented.

• The numerical and experimental methods presented increases the knowledge of
wear phenomenon for full-scale and large processes.

• The presented simulation model is suitable for product development and optimiza-
tion of the loading process.
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